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ABSTRACT 

The strong-field radio-frequency Stark spectra of Na23C135 , Na23C137, 
23 79 23 81 . Na Br and Na Br have been observed by the molecular beam electrlc 

resonance method of molecular spectroscopy. Analysis of spectral lines 

obtained by observing transitions of the type J=l, mJ=±l ~ J::::l, mJ=O at 

strong electric fields yielded molecular dipole moments and nuclear hyper

fine interaction constants for the different vibrational states of the 

molecules. 

A beam of BaS was successfully obtained. The Stark line correspon

ding to J=l, mJ=O ~J=l, mJ::::±l transition was observed at moderately weak 

fields from which was obtained the ratio ~2/B for the three lowest vibra

tional states. 

A mass spectrometric study of the composition of Indium monohalide 

beams was undertaken. Dimers and atomic species were observed in addition 

to the more preponderant diatomic molecules • 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

OVer the past years, the molecular beam electric resonance method of 

radio -frequency spectroscopy, 1, 2 ,3 ha s become well':'e sta bli shed a s a very 

important tool for the molecular physicist and chemist in their study of 

molecular structure and properties. The technique by far offers the most 

accurate experimental method for the determination of dipole moments and 

the weak electrical and magnetic interactions between the nuclear multipole 

moments and the molecular fields. Its results furnish a critical· test for 
. . 4 

any theory of the structure of molecules and the chemical bond. 

Two general types of experiments have been undertaken: spectroscopy 

at weak and/or near zero electric fields yield very accurate values of the 

hyperfine interaction c'onstants; 5,6 spectroscopy at intermediate and/or 

strong fields yield very accurate values of the molecular dipole moment. 

Our interest.in the present work has been primarily the determination 

of the dipole moments of molecules. The work described here forms part of 

a serie~ of investigations on the radio-frequency Stark spectra of the al

kali halides, largely motivated by attempts to improve7,8 the Rittner po

larizable ion model. 9 AccUrate values of dipole moments and their variation 

with vibrational state provide a basis for the extension and refinement 

of this model. Moreover, dipole moments and dipole derivatives provide 

a very sensitive test for the accuracy of' wavefunctions obtained by flab 

initio" calculation's of molecular electronic structure. 10 At times, a 

value of the quadrupole coupling constant may be combined with accurate 

calculations of the field gradient at the position of the nucleus to obtain 
11 a nuclear property -- the nuclear quadrupole moment. 

This thesis deals with the investigation of the radio-frequency stark 

spectra of NaCl and NaBr at strong electric fields and that of BaS at va-

rious field strengths. The interpretation of the ob served spectra for the 

two sodium halides yielded values of molecular dipole moments and nuclear 

quadrupole coupling constants as a function of vibrational state. The i.n

terpretation of the BaS spectra taken at moderately weak fields gave values 

of the ratio of dipole moment to the rotational constant for several vibra

tional states. A mass spectrometric study of the composition of Indium' 

monohalide beams was undertaken with the view of a possible future determination 
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of their dipole moments • Atomic species and dimers were observed in addi

tion to the more preponderant diatomic molecules. 

.. 
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II. THE MOLECULAR BEAM ELECTRIC RESONANCE MErHOD 

A. Introduction 

Molecular beam spectroscopy has been described in detail in the li

terature at various levels of sophistication. l ,2,12,13 Therefore, only a 

brief outline of the principles of the method is given here. 

In molecular beam electric resonance experiments molecules effuse from 

an oven source, pass through interchamber slits, then through a series of 

electric fields which cause them to be focu~sed or defocussed onto' a detec

tor which produces a signal proportional to the intensity of the molecular 

beam striking it. This is shown schematically in a diagram of a typical 

spectrometer with dipole fields (Fig. i). Two inhomogeneous A and B elec

tric fields act as selectors of beam molecules in a certain (J,mJ ) state, 

where J is the rotational quantum number and'mJis its projectiqn in the 

direction of the electric field. The A and B fields may be of the dipole 

or quadrupolartype. 5,19 We assume here the fonner.' An inhomogeneous 

electric field exerts a force on a molecule having a permanent electric 

dipole moment, f../.. This force is F = -dW/dX, or F "=-{dW/?Jx) (dE/?Jx) = f../.edE/dx, 

where W is the energy of the molecule in the field E, and x is the direction 

of the field gradient. The effective dipole moment of the molecule f../. is e 
a function of the energy Wand of the (J,mJ ) state for 12.; molecules. This 

functional relationship is shown in Fig. 2, where f../. /f../. is plotted against 
e 

~, (a dimensionless quantity equal to f../. E/B, B being the rotational constant) 

parametrize by the (J,mJ ) state. The trajectory of the beam molecules in 

a (J,mJ ) state can be calculated from the field gradient dE/dX, the effec

tive dipole moment and the dimensions of the particular apparatus. With pro

per values of the A, and B fields, a desired state can be focussed onto the 

detector. Experiments may be of the "flop in" or "flop out" type. In the 

former type, molecules are required to undergo a transit'ion in order to reach 

the detector, so that resonances are observed as increases of 'the beam in

tensity at the detector. Fig. 1 illustrates a typical set-up where (l,±l)A~ 

to (l,O)B transitions are refocussed. 

The homogeneous electric C-field defines and removes the degeneracy 

between the lmJ I states of a molecule. This is the Stark effect. The 
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of a typical molecular beam electric resonance 
spectrometer 'With dipole fields showing a "flop -in" type experiment. 
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Fig. 2. Effective dipole mamen~ ~ , of a polar linear molecule in a 
'~ electronic state in an ele~tric field, E. (~= permanent dipole 
moment, ~ = ~/B where B is the rotational constant). 
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normally degenerate sub states of a J manifold in the absence of an imposed 

direction, is split into J+l states in the presence of the electric field. 

Transitions of ~he type (J ,mJ ) -? (J ,mJ ± 1) can be induced by applying the 

appropriate radio-frequency voltage in the C-field region. In the a'bsence 

of any nuclear hyperfine interactions, a single Stark transition would be 

observed, whose frequency is determined by the strength of the field and by 

the dipole moment and rotational constant of the molecule. However, the 

addition of hyperfine interaction splits the ImJI levels, resulting in 

several resonances to be observed. Since both the rotational constant and 

the dipole moment are functions of the vibrational state of the molecule, 

distinct spectra for each vibrational state may be observed. 

The molecular beam electric resonance method has advantages in some 

circumstances over the corresponding magnetic resonance method and con

ventional microwave absorption spectroscopy. In the former, magnetic moments 

and some hyperfi.ne structure constants are obtainable from a study of re

sonances due to the re-orientation of a nuclear or rotational magnetic 

moment. The spectra observed are, however, averaged over the rotational and 

vibrational states present in the beam, so that the spectra of individual 

states cannot be obtained. The interpretation of the spectra is very depen

dent on the line shape which is easily affected by the composition of the 

b 14,15 Th . t I f 1 eam. us accura e va ues 0 coup ing constants are difficult to 

obtain. In the molecular beam electric resonance method, pressure and Dop

pler broadening of the observed spectral lines, which plague micrOwave spec

troscopists, are pratically absent. The line widths obtainable are limited 

only by the time spent by the molecule in the C-field region and the inhomo

geneity of the C-field. Line widths of 2.5 KHz are easily obtainable, allow

ing a very high resolution study of hyperfine interactions. 

B. Experimental Apparatus and Procedure 

1. The Molecular Beam Spectrometer 
16 The experimental apparatus used in this work is that built by A. J. Hebert 

and has been used in a number of previous investigations carried out in this 

laboratory.7,17 Since it has been described in detail before,16 only a 

brief description and summary of significant modifications will be given 

here. 

i 
I 

, i 

It-, '; 
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The spectrometer consists essentially of four high vacuum chambers, 

shown schematically in Fig. 3 as the oven, buffer, main and electron multi

plier chambers. As indicated, they house an oven, a state-selecting elec

tric field (A-field), an extremely homogeneous electric field (C-field), 

a refocus sing inhomogeneous electric field (B-field), a surface ionization 

detector, a 60° sector magnet mass spectrometer, and a 14-stage electron 

multiplier. 

The source ovens used in the present experiments were 3/8" diameter x 

0.010" wall x 6 1/211 long tUbes of Platinum-Iridium alloy (8010-2010) for the 

halides and similar tubes of pure Iridium with 0.015" wall for BaS. The tubes 

are provided with a 0.25" long by 0.005" wide slit at the middle. Sample 

is placed in the oven and heated, by resistance heating, to obtain a vapor 

pressure of about 0.1 mm Hg. Sample effuses from the source to a buffer 

chamber and on to a main chamber which houses the deflecting fields and the 

detector. The inhomogeneous A and B fields are of the dipole type, 30.5 cm. 

long. The homogeneous Stark field (C-field) consists of two parallel plate 

electrodes 25.4 em long, made by vapor deposition of 1650 A thick Aluminum8 

on 2 pyrex optical flats which are flat to better than 1/8 of the wavelength 

of He light. The flat s are held 1 cm apart by three gage blocks with certi

fied thickness of 1.000001 ± 0.000001 cm at 20°C. Field homogeneity is within 

7 ppm. A razor scratch at beam center on the Aluminum deposit on 1 plate 

allows the introduction of radiO-frequency voltage into the C-field region 

in a manner first introduced by Trischka. 18 The ribbon beam is detected 

by surface ionization on a 0.010" wide by 0.001" thick Tungsten filament 

heated to temperatures dictated by the detection sensitivity and response 

time of the filament to the atoms being detected. The ions evaporating from 

the hot filament are accelerated, mass analyzed using the 60° sector magnet 

and focussed onto a 14-stage electron multiplier. The ion current is then 

amplified to drive a chart recorder for visual display of the spectra, or 

the ion pulses from the multiplier are amplified and counted for a digita

lized output. 

a 
In sub sequent work with BaS, gold we s used in pIa ce of Aluminum. The qua-
1ity of the C-field is essentially the same. 
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The Stark field is provided by a 1-6000 volt power supply with asta

bility of 1 ppm/hr. Field measurement is made via a Guildline ratio box 

with a Leeds and Northrup Guarded Potentiometer calibrated with a bank of 

unsaturated standard cells. The potentiometer and the volt-ratio box have 

been certified by the National Bureau of Standards to be accurate to wi thin 

1 part in 106 and 105 respectively. The bank of unsaturated cells is 

certified to 2 parts in 106 and is regularly compared with a bank of 6 

saturated standardceils maintained in a thermo-regulated air bath by the 

Electrical Measu.rement.Standards group in this laboratory. The uncertain

ty in the C-field voltage measured is about 2 parts in 105 . This includes 

C-field voltage measured inhomogeneities of ± 7 ppm and a 3 0 C tempera

ture variatibnwhich affects the C-field gap due to thermal expansion of 

the gage blocks. It is worth noting that the present C-field has no mea

surable contact potential since the leads are of Aluminum and are an in

tegral part of the Aluminum film so that no connectors are used. The C

field region was monitored with a Gaussmeter before positioning of the 

Stark electrodes and the magnetic field along the beam path, due to the 

earthts magnetic field and that of the mass spectrometer, reduced to less 

tb?n ± 0.050 gauss. This is to avoid Zeeman shifts on the spectral lines 

which can be significant in very accurate hyperfine measurements. 

2. Signal Averaging System 

Spectra of sufficient quality to enable the accurate determination 

of dipole moments and coupling constants for the molecules in this work 

were made possible by the incorporation of a signal averaging system for 

the recovery of weak signals buried in noise. The resonance signals for 

the molecules studied here are weak, due to an intrinsic reduction in 

beam intensity brought about by the size of the molecules,8,19 (the popu

lation of low rotational states and velocity of the molecules), the large 

residual noise level due to sodium impurities evaporating from the hot wire 

detector in the case of the Na-halides, and the low detection efficiency 

of Ba on the tungsten hot wire. Line measurements using the chart recor

der have at best a signal to noise ratio of 3:1 for NaCl, and about 1:1 

for: NaBr. With signal averaging, considerable enhancement of the signal 
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to noise ratio is obtained. 

A block diagram of the signal averaging system used is shown in Fig. 4. 
This system. has been described in greater detail befare8 and only a brief 

description is given here. A list of the electronic equipment used, to-
I 

gether with their specifications, is given in Table A-I of the Appendix. 

The principle of the method is based on the fact that in counting statis

tics, the fluctuation about the average number of counts is equal to the 

square root of the number of counts, for one standard deviation. The sig

nal, on the other hand, grows in time in direct proportion to the number 

of counts accumulated. Thus if one could rapidly and repeatedly scan the 

region of the spectrum in which a resonance line appears, store and average 

the signal intensities over long periods, one in effect obtains an enhance

ment of the signal to noise ratio over that obtainable by just a·single 

sweep. 

The system shown is used to produce a linear frequency or voltage 

sweep to scan the spectral region of interest several times a second. 

Basically, a synchronizer (Hewlett Packard 8708A) is used to phase lock the 

frequency of the signal generator (Hewlett Packard 608F) and a ramp vol

tage of variable repetition frequency and amplitude (0 to 10 volts) used 

to sweep over a certain frequency range by modulating the signal generator 

via the synchronizer. With this mode of operation, sweep widths of a few 

hundred KHz are obtainable at locked frequencies over 100 MHz. In exact 

step with this repetitive frequency sweep, is an "intensity counts" sweep 

provided by a switch programmed time base oscillator which causes channel 

advance in the multichannel analyzer. This "intensity vs. time" sweep is 

designed to store and accumulate the spectrometer signal in the form of 

counts in the multi~channel analyzer (Northern Scientific NS-610). A 

Preset-Count Scaler with the time base oscillator can be set in "in" po-

~I 

sition to set a maximum limit on the number of counts a channel can accBpt, ~ 

thus helping minimize the effect of noise bursts~ A triggering signal 

from the pulse generator (Electronics Inc., Model 301) starts both the 
I 

frequency and multi channel analyzer sweeps and ensures their synchroniza

t:i.Oll. 
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A. frequencyv& channel number correlation is made using the program 

coincidence scaler in conjunction with the reference voltage generator and 

an oscilloscope with a type D plug-in unit which has a null comparison 

capability in the A.-B mode. The frequency measurement is done by matching 

the ramp potential corresponding to a single channel, dialed on the pro

gram coincidence oscillator, with a reference potential which is then fed 

to the synchronizer to give a frequency reading on the counter. This gives 

the frequency corresponding to any desired channel of the multi-channel 

analyzer. 

By operating the system for about 1.5 to 2.5 hours, at a signal level 

of approximately 20,000 counts/sec and using 256 channels, a signal to 

noise ratio of about 5:1 was obtained for most of the lines measured for 

the Na-halides. 

, . , 

i' 
I 

i 

. ! 

I 
, I 
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C, Theoretical Interpretation of ,Spectra 

I, The Hamiltonian 

The observed spectra of the Na-halides studied in the present work 

were interpreted with the use of the following Hamiltonian for a rotating 

and vibrating diatomic molecule in a ~~ electronic ground state and under 

the influence of an applied electric field:, 1,3 

211 (21l -l}(2J -1) (2J+3) 

[3(!e,{)2 + 3/2(!e'{) - (~~)] 
~-------------~-- + c l (~'l' {) + c2 C~'2 • {) 

212 (212 -1) (2J -1) (2J+ 3) 

[3(Il'{)(~'~) + 3(!e'{) (!l'{) 

(2J-l)(2J+3) 

The first term in the above expression represents the rotational energy 

of the molecule, where B is the rotational constant for the particular 
v 

vibrational state considered and J is the rotational angular momentum oper·-

ator, The second term represents the interaction of the permanent elec

tric dipole moment ~. with the externally applied electric field E, The 
"-"V 

third and fourth terms represent the orientation-dependent interaction 

of the nuclear quadrupole moments Q1 and Q2 with the respective field 

gradients at the position of the nuclei, ql and q2' II and 12 are the 

nuclear spins, e is the electronic charge and eqlQl and eq2Q2 are the 

quadrupole coupling constants, The fifth and sixth terms represent the 

magnetic coupling of the nuclear spins with the molecular angular momentum, 

where cl and c2 are ~he spin-rotation interaction constants. They repre

sent a magnetic interaction between the nuclear magnetic moment of the 

nuclei with the magnetic field at their positions due to the rotation of 

the molecule. 22 ,23 The seventh and eighth terms respectively represent 

the tensor and scalar components of magnetic interactions between the two. 

nUClei,. with c
3 

and c4 the respective interaction constants. 21 The tensor 

I 
! 

. i 
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spin-spin interaction constant c
3 

is composed of 2 parts, c
3

(direct) and . 

c
3

(indirect). c
3

(direct) arises from the usual magnetic dipole-dipole 

interaction between the two nuclei and equals glg2~~ < l/r~where gl and 

g2 are the nuclear "g" factors, "rl! is the internuclear separation and 

~ , the nuclear magneton. c
3

(indirect) arises from the tensor component n . 
of an electron coupled nuclear spin-spin interaction. c4 arises solely. 

from the scalar component of the electron coupled spin-spin interaction. 

Additional terms of the form24,27 

-~ngJ(!I:~) ~ ~n gI(~·I·~) - ~n gi (!e .~), 
·12 

where H is the magnetic field vector, may be added to the above Hamiltonian 

to represent magnetic interactions due to the presence of a very small 

but finite residual magnetic field in the C-field region. However, since 

care was taken to ensure that the residual field was less than ±O.050 

gauss and since the experiments were carried out at strong electric fields, 

the Zeeman shifts due to the rilagnetic field are negligible. Hence, the 

corresponding terms in the Hamiltonian may justifiably be omitted. 

2. Calculation of Energy Eingenvalues and Intensities 

Approximate solutions of the above Hamiltonian have been pUPlished25 ,26 

and computer programs to solve it for various limiting cases have been 

written.19 The computer program used in the present calculation was 

written by Breivogel17 and is described and listed in his thesis. The pro~ 
gram calculates the matrix elements of the above Hamiltonian using a (J, 
Il,I2,mJ'~ ,mI ) representation, where mJ , mI and mI are the projections 

1 2·· 1 2 
of J, II and 12 respectively in the direction of the field E. The program 

calculates the energy eigenvalues by diagonalizing this matrix. Transi

tion frequencies are then calculated according to the selection rules 

6 ~ = 0, ±1, ±2 where ~ is the projection of the total angular momen-

tum in thedireclion of the field. The line intensities are calculated 

from the matrix elements of the dipole moment operator using the calcUlated 

wave functions. ~ 

Certain features of the program are worth noting. Since H is inva

riant under rotation about the field axis, the projection of the total 

! 
oj I 
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angular momentum on the field direction, i. e. IlJr· (where ~ = mJ+~l +m
I2

) 

is a good quantum number at all values of the :electric field. Thus the 

Hamiltonian matrix is diagonal in~. This fact is utilized in the program 

to reduce computing time. 

The present program takes into account both Stark quadrupole interac

tion and second. order quadrupole effects by using a matrix containing 

both Stark and quadrupole matrix elements. The former arises from the 

fact that the Stark operator mixes the 3 ± 1 states with the 3 state. 

The effect of this admixture should thus be considered in calculating the 

quadrupole matrix elements" The quadrupole terms have matrix elements 

diagonal in 3 as well as ones connecting 3 with 3 ± 2. The latter seeond 

order quadrupole correction was ignored by Breivogel for one nucleus. 

This has been added in the present version of the program -- i.e. matrix 

elements of the quadrupole operator off diagonal in 3 have been included 

for both nuclei. 

The non-zero matrix elements of the Stark interaction operator take 

the form (3 ,m 3 I !:!:."!I 3+1,m 3)' Since the matrix would be infinite if matrix 

elements for all 3 are calculated, the Hamiltonian matrix is truncated by 

including only states up to 3+3 in calculating eigenvalues corresponding 

to a certain 3 state. Thus for 3=1 calculation only the first 4 3 states 

are included; for a J=2 calculation only the first 5 3 states are allowed 

for, etc. 

The present matrix diagonalization treatment seems better than a 

fourth order perturbation treatment for the Stark operator and second 

order in the quadrupole operators. 

Line strengths a!e calculated with the use of elements of the trans

formation matrix which diagonalizes the Hamiltonian. The eigenfunctions 

¢i can be expressed as linear combination of the basis functions ~j' 

¢. = 
~ 

~ a .. ~. 
J lJ J 

where the "a .. 's" are the elements of the transformation matrix. The 
lJ 8 

intensity of a transition from state i to j is proportional to2 . 

, i: 
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Non-zero matrix elements of the dtpole moment operator are of the 

form 

and 

< J, mJ , ~1'~2/J.1.z /J±1, mJ , mIl' m
I2 

> 

The component of the radio-frequency fieid parallel to the C-field is 

represented by the matrix element of J.1.z above and produces 6 ~ ~ 0 tran

sitions whtle J.1. represents the perpendicular component which produces x . 
6 l~ :=: ±1 transitions. In the program, both matrix elements are included 

equally, although tn the apparatus, the perpendicular component is greater 

than the parallel component. In almost all calculattons, however, the 

6 ~ =± 1 transttions are more intense which ts in agreement with exper

imental observations. 

3. Evaluation of Interaction Constants 

The evaluation of the interaction constants of interest involve a 

rather tedious trial and error procedure. The observed spectra of the 

Na-halides were compared with a theoretical spectra calculated using the 

program described previously. To facilitate this "fitting" process, a 

plotting subroutine was added to the previous program. This allowed the 

plotting of the calculated spectra on chart paper assuming Gaussian line 

shapes of any desired width for each spectral line. Where multiple lines 

overlap, another subroutine makes out a composite line by adding compo

nent Gaussians for each line. Input to the program consists of the set 

of parameters Bv ' J, I l , I 2 , eqlQl' eq2Q2' cl ' c2 ' c3, c4 and J.1.v ' and 

the plotting informat.ion such as the extent of the spectra desired to be 

plotted, the full width at half-maximum of each line and the number of 

points to 'be plotted, and the size of the plots. The unknown interaction· 

constants are varied until a "best fitll, within experimental error, is 

obtained by comparison between the observed and calculated spectra. The 

constants which give a "best fi tli are taken as "best values" and are 

henceforth reported. 
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The computer calculations were carried out using a CDC 6600 computer 

which has about 4 times the speed and memory capability as the IBM 7094. 

Graphical presentation of the spectra was made using a Cal Camp plotter . 

. III. RADIO-FREQUENCY STARK SPECTRA. OF Na 23C135 AND Na 23C137 

A. Introduction 

The spectra of Na 23C135 have been studied with varying degrees of 

accuracy by both microwave and molecular beam techniques. Townes et a129 

first measured the microwave absorption spectrum of NaCl and obtained 

precise values for the rotational constant and the vibration-rotation in

teraction constant. More recent work is the microwave measurement of 

Clouser and Gordy30 who obtained the same constants with much higher pre

cision and accuracy. Tate and Strandberg31 measured the Stark effect in 

the microwave absorption spectrum from which they reported a dipole moment 

of 8.5 ± 0.2D. A. number of studies have been conducted to determine hy

perfine interactions in Na 23C135 by the molecular beam magnetic resonance 

method (MBMR).14,15,32 ,33 The sign of the Na23 coupling was definitely 

established but widely different values were obtained. An estimate of the 

C135 coupling in NaCl was made by Kusch et al14 who were unable to complete

ly analyze their magnetic resonance spectra due to the presence of poly

mers in the beam. The radio-frequency Stark spectra of Na23C135 has 

been studied by Gold,19 who obtained values of dipole moments for the first 

three vibrational states of the molecules. The quality of the spectra, 

however, did not permit an accurate determination of the hyperfine inter

action constants. An approximate value of 5.6 MHz was given for the quad

rupole coupling constant (eqQ) of both the Na 23 and C135, nucleus. 

Up until the present work, the spectra of the isotopic molecule Na 23C13 '7 

have not been studied. Very recently, however, Zorn and his students35 

reported a study of hyperfine interactions in NaCl at near-zero field 

using the molecular beam technique. 

The present work was undertaken to obtain a more accurate value for 

the dipole moment of Na23C135 and its variation with vibrational state. 

Therefore, experiments at a strong field were undertaken. The spectra 

l,r the two isotopic NaCl molecules were obtained which gave accurate values 
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of dipole moments and its variation with vibrational state. Fairly accu

rate values of the quadrupole coupling constants were also obtained for 

the various nuclei. An assignment of the coupling constant in Na23C135 

to the respective nuclei was made for the first time. 

B. Experimental 

The molecular beam was obtained by heating regeant grade NaCl 

in a Platinum-Iridium oven to about 850 0 C. The temperature was measured 

by means of a Pyro-Micro-optical pyrometer which had been calibrated 

against a standard tungsten ribbon filament lamp. 

The experiment Was of the "flop-in!! type with the state (l,±l) select

ed in the A-field and the state (1,0) refocussed by the B-field. The spec

tral lines thus observed were produced by transitions of the type (J=l, 

mJ=::!:l) -7 (J=l, mJ=O). The J=l level is threefold degenerate in the ab

sence oferlernal fields and nuclear hyperfine interactions. However, due 

to the spin 3/2 in both the Na and Cl nuclei, the rotational angular momen

tum of the molecule is coupled to the spin angular momenta of the nuclei 

through the nuclear electric quadrupole and spin-rotation interactions. 

The application of an electric field causes further splitting of the energy 

levels dlle to the Stark effect. At a field of 600 v/cm, in which the 

spectra was taken, the Stark effect is the dominant interaction (strong

field)28 and the hyperfine interactions can be treated as perturbations on 

the Stark levels. An energy'level diagram for Na23C135 at strong fields 

is shown in Fig. 5. Transitions between these levels were induced using 

a radio-frequency voltage of about 1 volt rms. 

C. Results and Discussions 

The spectra of Na23C135 at 600 v/cm consist of 13 groups of lines for 

each vibrational state. All of these were observed for the v=O, 1, and 

2 vibrational states and a few for the v=3 state. Each group is a compo

site of several overlapping lines giving a fUll width at half-maximum 

(FWHM) of about 30 to 60 KHz. Some separation of the components. of these 

lines was evident as the vibrational state increased. The compound lines 

appear somewhat broader than that calculated based on the average transit 

time of the molecules in the C";field region and taking into account C-field 
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inhomogeneties. This is probably due to power broadening of the lines 

caused by using a radio-frequency voltage of about 1 volt rms. The spec

trum for the v=O state of Na 23C135 is shown in Fig. 6. The observed line 

positions are given in Tables A-II, A-III- A-IV and A-V of the Appendix. 

The predicted or calculated line frequencies are also given. Most of· the 

lines have been measured individually. The observed line positions for the 

v==O state represent an average of two or more measurements. The NaCl beam 

was very stable for long periods of time. Fluctuations in beam intensity 

and oven bursts, as experienced by Gold,19 have been eliminated by using as 
, ' 

oven material sticks of NaCl obtained from previous runs. 

In fitting the observed unresolved multiplets, calculated composite 

line positions were obtained by graphically adding component lines of 

Gaussian line shapes, with FWHM == 25 KHz and having the calculated frequen

cies and relative intensities. The centers of these calculated compound 

lines were then compared with the observed lines until a best fit was ob

tained. Values of rotational constants used in fitting the spectra were 

derived from the data of Clouser and Gordy.30 A suffiCiently good fit 

was obtained using only the dipole moments and the eqQ's of the two nuclei. 

The accuracy of the line measurements did not warrant the use of the small 

magnetic interaction constants. Magnetic resonance experiments indicate 

cNa23 to be approximately I KHz.33 cC135 is probably of the same order 

of magnHude as that of Cl35 in TICI, i.e. about 1.4 KHz.33 This would 

cause shifts in the spectral lines of 1 to 1.5 KHz at 600 v/cm, which are 

indeed small, compared to the observed spectral frequencies which ranged 

from 165 to 171 MHz for the v=O state. 

Values of the dipole moments and quadrupole coupling constants obtained 

for a best fit are given in Tables I, II, and III respectively. An esti

mate of the error in the dipole moment of the v=O state was made based on 

the following error allowances: 

C-field measurement error . 

Error due to C-field temperature variation. 

Error due to frequency calibration. . . . . 

Error due to fitting of calculated and observed lines 

Total....... . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. 25 ppm 

20 ppm 

55 ppm 

10 ppm 

100 ppm 

~i 
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Table I. Dipole moments of Na23C135 

Present work 

9.00195 ± 0.00045 D 

9.06190 ± 0.00046 b 

9.12226 ± 0.00050 D 

9.18290 ± 0.00097 D 

Dipole Moment Function 

1 1 2 
~v = ~e + ~I (v + 2) + ~II (v + 2) 

Coefficients 

~e =8.97208 ± 0.00065 D 

~I 0.05963 ± 0.00020 D 

'~II = 0.00017 ± 0.00010 D 

9.000 ± 0.004 D 

9.061 ± 0.004 D 

9.122 ± 0.004 D 

~I 
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Table II. Na23 quadrupole coupling constantsa in Na23C135 

v Present 

0 -5.72 ± 0.02 

1 -5.59 ± 0.02 

2 -5.47 ± 0.03 

3 -5.35 ± 0.03 

aall in MHz 

Nierenberg Zeiger 
Oachs and and 

Gold19 et alb ,14 b 32 Remsey , Belefb ,33 

-5.6 ± 0.1 -5.328 ± 0.08 -5.400 -5.520 ± 0.02 

Quadrupole CoupUngConstant Function 

(eqQ) = (eqQ) v e 
1 . 1 2 

+ (eqQ)I(v + 2") + (eqQ)II(v + 2") 

Coefficients 

(eqQ) e =-5.78 ± 0.03 

(eqQ \ = 0.13 ± 0.01 

(eqQ)II= 0.00 ± 0.00 

Cote 
and 

K hb ,42 usc 

-5.670 

.;: 

Zorn 

et a135 

-5.756 ± 0.003 

bvalues obtained by Molecular Beam Magnetic Resonance methodj except for those of Zeiger and. 
Bolef, these values are averaged over the vibrational states of the molecules. 

I 
I\) 
\jJ 

I 
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Table III. C135 quadrupole coupling constantsa in Na23C135 

v 

o 
1 

Present 

-5.57 ± 0.02 

-5.82 ± 0.02 

2 -6.06 ± 0.03 

3 -6.30 ± 0.03 

b 14 
Oachs et al ' 

5.580 ± 0.240 -5.6 ± 0.1 

Zorn et a135 

-5.556 ± 0.003 

Quadrupole COupling Co~stant Function 
. , 1 1 2 

(eqQ\ ::: (eqQ)e + (eqQ)I(v + 2") + (eqQ)II(v + 2") 

Coefficients 

(eqQ)e ::: -5.45 ± 0.03 

(eqQ)I ::: -0.25 ± 0.01 

( eqQ)rr ::: 0.00 .± 0.00 

aall in MHz 

bestimated from Molecular Beam Magnetic Resonance spectra 

" 

-< 

.i 
r 

\0- r 
I: 

:I 
,q 

~i 
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The dipole moments obtained in the present work are an order of magnitude 

more accurate than those of Gold. They agree with those of the latter with

in his experimental error. The variation of ~ with vibrational state for 

Na23Cl35 has been fitted with a quadratic equation in the vibrational quan

tum number, i.e. 
1 I 2 

~v = ~ e + ~I (v + 2") + Ilrr (v + 2") 

The coefficients ~e' ~I and ~II were obtained by the method of least squares. 

Observation of the spectra of Na23Cl37 permitted the assignment of 

the coupling constants in Na23C135 to the respective nuclei. Since the 

values of eqQ in Na23Cl35 are significantly different,that 'which gives a 

ratio of (eqQ)CI35 to (eqQ)CI37 closest to the value of 1.268, observed in 

many chlorine substituted mOlecules,45 corresponds to the Cl35 Coupling. 

Results of magnetic resonance measurements, themselves at variance 

with each other, are somewhat lower than the (eqQ)Na23 observed in this 

work. Oach~,14 value for (eqQ) 35 of 5.580 MHz is in agreement with the 
CI 

present work. Gold indicated that his v=O spectra is best fitted with 

coupling constants of 5.5 and 5.7 MHz, with no assignment to the respective 

nucleus. Within the accuracy of his data, however, he concluded that a 

value of 5.6 ± 0.1 MHz was more likely, after making an examination of the 

calculated values offield gradients in Na23 and Cl35 in various alkali 

halide molecules. Our value for (eqQ)CI35 is in agreement with the very 

recent determination by Zorn35 and his students, although their value of 

(eqQ)Na23 is slightly higher than ours. However, our data is still fitted 

by his values within the experimental error of line frequency measurement. 

The error indicated for the eqQ's is for a 65% confidence limit. 

Moreover, the insensitivity of the line positions at high fields to 

the value of the coupling constants make the fitting of the lines rather 

difficult. 

Spectra of only the v=O and i vibrational states of Na23Cl37 were 

obtained. Most of the lines were overlapped by the Na23Cl35 lines. The 

lines observed were mostly singlets, the eqQ's of the two nuclei being now 

suffiCiently different to cause large separations between the components 

of each unresolved multiplet line in Na23c13{. The intensities compared 
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with those of the Na23c135 lines correspond to that expected for the 25% 

natural abundance of C137 • The observed spectrum for the v=O state of 

Na23C137 is shown schematically in Fig. 7. 

Dipole moments derived from the spectra are shown in Table IV. These 

are somewhat smaller than those of Na23C135 • These were fitted with the 

equation 
1 

f.lv = f.le + f.lI (v + 2') • 
The equilibrium dipole moments are in excellent agreement. The coefficients 

f.lI in the dipole moment function for both molecules follow the isotopic 

dependence predicted by theory, 21 being proportional to B jill. 

The coupling constants for Na23 in Na23C137 are esse~ti:llY the same 

as those in Na23C135 • After correcting the chlorine coupling in both mole

cules to a common vibrational state, the ratio obtained is: 

(eqQ)e C135 

(eqQ) C137 
e 

= 1.276 ± 0.008 

This value is in good agreement with the observed coupling constants in 

molecules containing chlorine.36 ,37,38 ,39 It is, however, somewhat higher 

than more recent microwave measurements40 on CH
3

Cl, CICN, GeH
3

Cl and the 

measurements of Wang et a1. 41 These give an average of 1.268. A much 

closer comparison, however, cannot be made in view of the large error li

mi ts brought about by the fact that the spectra had been obtained at strong 

fields where the line positions are rather insensitive to small changes in 

the values of the quadrupole interactions. A weak field experiment which 

would permit very accurate determination of these qvantities was original~ 

ly planned but later abandoned after learning of the work of Zorn et a1. 

It is interesting to compare the present results with that obtained 

by a theoretical "ab initio" calculation by Matcha48 on NaCl within the 

SGF-LCAO-MO approximation. A. double zeta set of atomic orbitals was used 

as basis functions for the construction of the molecular orbitals. The 

orbital exponents were optimized and additional polarization functions were 

used. He reported 

f.lv = 9.1540 + 0.0580 (v + ~) + 0.0003 (v + ~) 

The expansion coefficients in the above expression are in error since 

, 
r: 

'"' ~. 
t! 
Oil 

~ 

I 

·'i 
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Table IV. Dipole moments of Na23c137 

v Present work 

o 9.0017 ±0.0007 D 

1 9.0610 ± 0.0007 D 

Dipole Moment Function 

1 
fJ.v == fJ. e + fJ.r (v + 2') 

Coefficients 

. fJ. == 8.9720 ± 0.0013 D 
e 

fJ.r == 0.0593 ± 0.0006 D 
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Table V. Quadrupole interaction constants in Na23C137 

v (eqQ)Na23 (eqQ)C137 

0 -5.72 ± 0.01 MHz -4.37 ± 0.01 MHz 
'" 

1 -5.59 ± 0.01 MHz -4.56 ± 0.01 MHz 

Coefficients of Quadrupole 
Na23 C137 Coupling Function 

(eqQ) 
e -5.78 ± 0.02 MHz -4.27 ± 0.02 MHz 

(eqQ)r 0.13 ± 0.02 MHz -0.20 ± 0.02 MHz 

.·1 

~ : 
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higher order'derivatives of the dipole moment function have been neglected. 

Recalculation from his data, one obtains 

1 
IJ.v = 9.1540 + 0.0644 (v +2") 

with the coefficient of the quadratic term being left out since insuffi

cient data is given to calculate this. The corrected expression can be 

compared with that derived from the present experimental work, i.e., 

IJ.v = 8.97208 + 0.05963 (v +~) + 0.00017 (v + ~)2. 

The value of IJ.O obtained from Matcha's calculation is about 2% higher than 

the present experimental value and appears rather good for a theoretical 

calc}1lation. However, it was found that improvement in the wave function 

by the use of more accurate atomic functions for the construction of the 

molecular basis sets increased the discrepancy. The same trend has been 

observed with theoretical calculations48 on LiCl and NaI and remains un

explained at present. . 

Matcha also obtained values of field gradients and other expectation 

values of one-electron operators. Using his calculated value of field gra

dients at the position of the Na and Cl nuclei, together the present ex

perimentalvalue of coupling constants, we obtain 

'Q (Na23) = 0.09875 x 10-24 cm2 

( 35) 8 -24 2 Q 'Cl = -0.107 8 x 10 cm 

The computed value of Q (C135) is about 27% higher than the value 

-0.07894 x 10-24 cm2 determined from atomic beam measurements of the hy

perfine structure of the 2P3/2 state of the two Cl isotopes coupled with 

most recent measurements of their magnetic moments. 45 This large discrep

ancy illustrates what has been observed that a wave function which gives 

good values of one molecular property does not necessarily give good values 

for another. 

IV. RADIO-FREQUENCY STARK SPECTRA OF Na23Br79 AND Na23Br8l 

A. Introduction 

The radio-frequency stark spectra of Na23Br79 and Na23Br8l have not 

been studied before. The microwave absorption spectra were observed by 
... 
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Townes et a129 who obtained values for the rotational constant and the 

vibration-rotation interaction constant. They also gave a value 

of 58 ± 2 MHz for the Br79 coupling constant. Their work was repeated by 

Rusk and GOrdy43 who obtained more accurate values of the rotational and 

anharmonicity constants. Molecular beam spectra by the magnetic resonance 

method (MBMR) by Kusch et al15 ,42 gave a value of 4.7 to 4.9 MHz for (eqQ)Na23 

in Na23Br79. 

The present work constitutes the first observation of the Stark spec

tra of the two isotopic NaBr molecules. Strong field spectra were obtained 

since the prime interest is in the determination of dipole moments and its 

variation with vibrational state. These were obtained for the first time 

in the present work. Fairly accurate values of the Na and Br coupling con

stants were also obtained. 

B. Experimental 

The NaBr molecular beam was' obtained by heating reagent grade NaBr 

crystals in a Platinum-Iridium oven at about 800 0 C as measured by an 

optical pyrometer. Transitions of the type (J=l, inJ=±l) to (J=l, mJ=O) 

were induced using a radio-frequency voltage of about 1 volt rms • Since 

the spins of Br79 and Br81 are both 3/2, the spectra expected is similar 

to that of the isotopic NaCl molecules. However, since the coupling con

stants are widely different, with one rather small compared to the other, 

a considerably simplified spectra is expected compared to the corresponding 

NaCl molecules. 

C. Results and Discussions 

The radio-frequency spectra for the J=l rotational state and different 

vibrational states were obtained. The spectra for each vibrational state 

consisted of 12 groups of lines as shown in Figs. 8 and 9. Each group is 

again a composite of a number of lines giving total widths at half maximum 

of 60 to 80 KHz. Measurements of the line positions are given in Tables 

A-VIII to A-XIV of the Appendix. Fitting of these spectra was done in the 

same mann~r as that of NaCl. Rotational constants used were derived from 

the data of Rusk and GOrdy.43 Values of dipole moments obtained from an 

analysiS of the spectra are given in Tabae VI. For calculating the absolute 

I 

.', 

0' 
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error in the dipole moment of the v=O vibrational state of Na23Br79, the 

following contributions have been considered: 

C-field measurement error. . . . . . . . . . . 25 ppm 

Error due to C-field temperature variation 20 ppm 

Error due to frequency calibration 55 ppm 

Error due to fitting ob served line 20 ppm 

Total • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 120 ppm 

Quadrupole coupling constants are given in Tables VII, VIII.ahd 
23 79 2381 . IX for Na Br and Na Br respectlvely. No essential differences could 

be observed between the dipole moments of the two isotopic moelcules. The 

low signal to noi se level of about 2: 1 to 3: 1 after two hours run time on 

the signal averaging system limited the accuracy of the line frequency 

measurements. The variation of dipole moment with vibrational state is l~

near within experimental errors. No values of the dipole moments of these 

molecules have been reported before and no comparison could be made here. 

The values are, however, what may be expected on the basis of the dipole 

moments of the other Na-halides. (eqQ)Na23 are the same in both Na23Br79 

and Na23Br81. Our values are fairly close to those obtained by magnetic 

resonance methods (MBMR)15,42 as shawn in Table VII. The values found for 

(eqQ)B 79 are in agreement with the value obtained by microwave spectro

scopy.29 We have obtained more accurate values, however, and determined 

the variation of eqQ with vibrational state. A linear variation is ob-

tained. This is also 
. 23 81 . 49 obtained true for (eqQ)Br81 in Na Br . Matcha has 

a value of 64 MHz for (eqQ)Br79 by a Hartree-Fock type calculation. This 

value, while still far from the present experimental value, is a rather 

interesting indication of progress in the field of theoretical calculations 

of molecular structure and properties. From the equilibrium values of the 

Br coupling in the tw.o isotopic molecules, we obtain the ratio 

(eqQ)Br79 

(eqQ)Br81 
= 1.198 ± 0.004. 

This is in agreement, within our experimental error, with values of the 

ratio observed previously.44 

., 
,I I 
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Table VI. Dipole Moments of Na23Br79 and Na23Br81 

Na23Br79 N 23B 81. a r r 

f.lO 9.1183 ± 0.0006 D 9.1183 ± 0.0006 D 

f.ll 9.1715 ± 0.0006 D 9.1715 ± 0.0006 D 

f.l2 9.2246 ± 0.0006 D 9.2245 ± 0.0008 D 

f.l3 9·2779 ± 0.0007 D ...... 

f.l* e 9.0918 ± 0.0013 D 9.0198 D 

f.l * r 0.0531 ± 0.0007 D 0.0531 D 

f.ln * -0.0001 ± 0.0004 D -0.0001 D 

* coefficients in dipole moment function 
. . . 1 12 

f.lv = f.le + f.lr(v + 2) + f.lrr(V + 2) 

'II 
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Table VII. Na23 quadrupole interaction constants in Na23Br79 

v Present Others 

0 -4.82 ± 0.08 MHz -4.88 MHza ,15 

1 -4.77 ± 0.08 MHz . -4.68 MHza ,42 ." 

2 -4.72 ± 0.09 MHz 

3 -4.67 ± 0.10 MHz 

Quadrupole Coupling Constant Function 

(eqQ)v = (eqQ)e + (eqQ)I (v +~) + (eqQ)rr (v + ~)2 

Coefficients 

(eqQ)e = -4.84 MHz 

(eqQ)I = 0.05 MHz 

(eqQ)rr = 0.0 

aobtained by magnetic resonance molecular beam spectroscopy 



Table VIII. 

v 

0 

1 

2 

3 
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Br79 quadrupole interaction constants in Na23Br79 

Present Others 

58.06 ± 0.08 MHz 58 ± 2 MHza 

59·16 ± 0.11 MHz 

60·30 ± 0.10 MHz 

61.40 ± 0.i5 MHz 

I 

. Quadrupole Coupling Constant Function 

112 
= (eqQ)e + (eqQ)I (v + 2) + (eqQ)II (v +2) 

Coefficients 

(eqQ) = 57.50 ± 0.13 MHz e 

(eqQ)I = 1.12 ± 0.04 MHz 

(eqQ)II = 0.0 ± 0.00 

aobtained from microwave absorption spectra.29 

1\ 
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Table IX. Quadrupole interaction constants in Na23Br81 

(eqQ)Na23 81 
(eqQ)Br v 

o -4.82 ± 0.07 MHz 48.55 ± 0.09 MHz 

1 -4.77 ± 0.08 MHz 49.70 ± 0.09 MHz 

2 -4.72 ± 0.08 MHz 50.85 ± 0.11 MHz 

Quadrupole Coupling Constant Function 

112 
(eqQ)v = (eqQ)e + (eqQ)I (v + 2) + (eqQ)II (v + 2) 

Coefficients 

Na 23 Br8l 

(eqQ)e -4.84 MHz 47.98 MHz 

(eqQ)I 0.05 MHz 1.15 MHz 

(eqQ)II 0.0 MHz 0.0 MHz 

'" 
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The accuracy of the line position measUrements did not warrant includ

ing the magnetic interactions in fitting the spectra. Line,shifts due to 

this are expected to be insignificant at the voltage at which the experi

ment was undertaken. 

V. RADIO-FREQUENCY STARK SPECTRA OF BaS 

A. Introduction 

The extension of the molecular beam electric. resonance method to 

molecules other than the alkali halides has been of much interest. Our 

interest in BaS was principally to determine the extent of ionic charac-

ter from a measurement of its dipole moment. Previous work on the molecules 

BaO and SrO by Kil..emperer and his group at Harvard51,52,53had shown them to 

be highly ionic. Despite the high vaporization temperatures and the disso

ciationto the elements of these molecules, sufficient intensities were ob

tained to allow them to examine and characterize the electronic structure 

by electric resonance radio-frequency and microwave spectroscopy. 

Information on the stability of BaS in the literature has been scanty, 

although the related sulfides of Group II and IIA elements have been the 

object of some stUdy,54 ,55to determine their dissociation energies. Ne

vertheless, the existence of BaS in the gaseous state has been confirmed 

by observation of its visible and ultra-violet absorption spectra. 56 Colin57 

et al have studied the sulphides of Ca, Sr, and Ba by mass spectrometry and 

determined their dissociation energies together with those of Cao, SrO, and 

BaO. The dissociation energy increases in going from CaS to BaS and simi

larly from CaO to BaO. The dissociation energy of BaS appears to be lower 

than that of BaO but slightly higher than SrO. Barrowl06 et al more recently 

re-examined the band spectra of BaS at 2100° C. They found a discrete 

absorption spectra which they attributed to the A-X system similar to BaO. 

From an analysis of the vibrational bands, they obtained ill and x ill for . e e e 
the two electronic states. No rotational constant was given. The rotational 

fine structure of the band, however, appeared very close. A. very long 

Birge-Sponer extrapolation for the ground state gave a dissociation energy 

of approximately 92 Kcal, which is in fairly good agreement with the value 

94.7 ± 4.5 Kcal obtained by mass spectrometry. Since molecular beam Bpee

troscopy has been illldertaken on BaO and SrO, a study of BaS seemed promising. 
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It was of interest first to study the composition of a BaS beam to verify if 

BaS exists in sufficient concentration to allow spectroscopy to be undertaken. 

This will be described in the following sections together with results ob

tained on the electric resonance spectroscopic study of this molecule. 

B. Experimental 

A mass spectrometric study was first undertaken to determine the com

position of the beam effusing from an oven source of BaS. The apparatus 

used in this work will be discussed later in part VI of this thesis. We 
, I 

swnmarize here only some pertinent points and the results obtained. 

Commercially available samples~ were used as starting material. lbese 

came in the form of yellow powder with a certified purity of between 80 and 

90% BaS. A rough' analytical check showed approximately 85% BaS. Three 

different types of ovens were tried initially: tungsten, Iridium and Molyb

denum tubes. The brittleness of tungsten discouraged its further use, since 

clamping it to the heater bus bars caused it to crack. The 5-mil 'wall 

Molybdenum tube reacted with the sample and was completely attacked by the 

material forming a black solid mass, possibly MoS. Only the 15-mil wall 

Iridium oven was found satisfactory and used in all subsequent work. The 

mass spectra of the vapor effusing from the source was examined at various 

temperatures measured with an optical pyrometer. The results are tabulated 

in Table X of the next section. 

For the observation of the electric resonance spectrum of BaS, the sample 

was heated to about 2200° K in an Iridium tube by passing approximately 425 

amps at about 3 volts of electric current. In view of the many impurities 

which are seemingly present in the original sample, the oven load was first 

roasted for several days between 1800 to 2000° K in the mass spectrometer 

oven chamber. The crystalline material that remained was used as oven load 

for the electric resonance work. This technique allowed us to obtain a very 

stable beam for a few days' run. The use of the yellow powder as a starting 

material on the other hand results not only in a poor beam but also causes 

large pressure rise in the oven chamber which would persist for several days. 

This is probably due to the vaporization of the polysulfides present and the 

decomposition of the BaS04 and sulfites. The use of compacted crystalline 

a'14atheson Coleman and Bell, East Rutherford~ N.J • 
. J. T. Baker Chemical Co., Phillipsburg, N. J. 
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material seems to produce good steady beams as experienced with other mole

cules the author has worked with. This seems to be one aspect of the art 

of producing a molecular beam not at all mentioned in 'the literature. 

In the present work transition of the type (J=l, mJ=O)A ~ (J=l, mJ=±l)B 

was studied. The (1,0) state was selected in the A field and the (l,±l) 

state refocus sed in the B field. Thus, transition is caused by induced 

radio-frequency emission in the C-field region. Search for this resonance 

line was made using a voltage sweep instead of the usual frequency sweep 

employed with the Na-halides. A 5-volt ramp voltage, offset 72 volts, allowed 

sweeping from 72 volts to 77 volts. At a frequency of 8 MHz, this voltage 

sweep is equivalent to about 800 KHz sweep in frequency. Search for the 

line was made extremely difficult by the presence of large quanti ties of 

BaO in the beam. Large t,'refocussed beams" were obtained but much difficulty 

was encountered in the observation of the spectral line. An observation 

was made of the behavior of a pure BaO beam to better understand the BaS 

beam. It became apparent in the course of the work that a fairly accurate 

knowledge of the refCiCussing A and B voltages was necessary to be able to sort 

out the BaS molecules from the BaO in the beam. Experiments were undertaken 

to sweep either the A and B field at various field settings of the other. 

To accomplish this, the ramp voltage was amplified 200 times using a Kepco 

Operational Power Supply model no. OPS 2000, which is a voltage amplifier 

wi th a linearity of 210 over the whole range. The output from the amplifier 

being negative, the sweep was from 0 to -2000 volts for a maximum ramp input 

voltage of 10 volt s • The polarity of the sweep wa s, however, immaterial 

since the deflection of the beam depends only on the gradient of the field. 

In synchronization with the A or B field sweep was again an intensity counts 

sweep with the data being stored in a multi-channel analyzer. The appear

ance of peaks in the deflection pattern indicated the voltage in which refo

cussing occurred. The technique was particularly helpful in locating the re

focussing voltage and should be a valuable aid in work where no distinct 

refocus sed beam can be observed when manually sweeping the fields. 

C. Results and Discussions 

1. Mass Spectra' 

Ion tntensities observed in the mass spectrometry of BaS are given 
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in Table X. As can be seen, the predominant species at the lower temperatures 
.-I- + +( 64) +. are SO', S2' or S02 both of mass amu, and S, whlle at higher temperatures 

Ba~ BaO+ and BaS+ are present in significant intensities. A peak corresponding 
++ . 

to mass 69 was also observed. We assume this is Ba since no other known spe-' 

cies in the beam could give rise to this peak. The spectra observed in the pre

sent work is different from that observed by Colin57 et ale Starting with BaS 

puri.fied by recrystallization from saturated H
2

S solution and using a Molybde-
+ + + + . + + 

num oven, they observed. S, S2' Ba and BaO, and traces of SO and Ba2S2 at tem-

peratures between l846"K and 2120 OK. The predominant species were Ba ~ Baff, and 
+ + + ' s. BaO and SO were observed in the early stages of vaporization process but 

disappeared in time. The discrepancy can be explained by the difference in 

starting material used in the vaporization process. The presence of large quan

tities of SO;, SO~ or S; at the lower vaporization temperatures coupled with 

the observation of high pressure rise in the oven chamber seem to indicate the 

presence of a large amount of impurities in the sample. The origin of these 

species can possibly be free S, polysulfides of Ba, Ba(HS)2' BaS04 and BaS0
3 

in the sample. BaSo4 melts at l580°c and probably decomposes to BaO and S02. 

or SO. Since the commercial preparation of BaS consists in the reduction of 

BaS04 by C, the presence of unconverted BaS04 is not surprising. If BaS04 is 

indeed the origin of S02 and SO, the latter would be evolved at fairly low tem

peratures leaving the BaO which vaporizes appreciably only at the higher ~emper~ 

atures. This in fact is what is observed •. The decomposition of polysulfides 

of Ba would give S, S2 and other polymeric species. The most likely origin of 

BaS+ and BaO+ are the respective diatomic molecules. Ba+ and Ba++ can arise from 

the dissociative ionization of Ba compounds or from theionizatibn of atomic 

Ba (m.p. ~ 725°C). 

The existence of BaS in the beam is confirmed. Of interest is the quan

tity of BaS. Assuming an ionization cross-section of 1.25 times for BaS+ as 

that for BaO~ one gets a ratio of' approximately 1:4 for BaS:BaO between 1700°C 

to 2000 °C. Of the species which could be detected by surface ionization, 1. e. 

Ba, BaO and BaS, one calculates approximately 7% BaS assuming relative ioni-
. ++ 

zation cross-sections of 1:0.8:0.6:0.4 for Ba~BaO~Ba~Ba. This quantity should 

just allow the observation of the spectra of BaS. Based on a calculation of the 

relative detection efficiency of BaO:BaS of 3.5:1, the spectra of BaS is expec

ted to be approximately 15 times more difficult to observe tban that of BaO. 

.• 

.. 
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Table X. Mass spectra of BaS molecular beam. a 

t (Oc) BaS+ Ba+ Ba++ BaO+ S+ SO+ + '- + S + SO + BaS + Ba
2

S
2 

+ BaS0
3
+ BaS04+ 82 ,8°2 3 3 2 

12,(0 ~1.5 ~2.1 ~1.5 22·9 100.4 132.4 ~2 ~1.5 ~1 

1390 ;§;2 ~4.1 ~2 40 187.7 460.7 ~6.9 ~2.1 ~3 ~3 ~2 ~3 

1635 14 35 20·5 40 24.7 5.5 7 ~2.7 ;§;2.1 ;§;1.5 ~i.5 ~1.5 ~1.5 

1710 10 25 12.3 34.5 13.7 ~ .. 1 6.9 ~2.7 ~2.7 ~2 ~2 ~2 ~2 

1814 5 17 13 33 481 377 ~7.8 10.4 ~3 ~2 ~2 ~2 

1965 10.5 31 14 34.5 27 7 ~4 ~8 

2010 22 32 17 25 .... 10 19 

aat an electron energy = 50 volts 
I 
+"" 
f-' 
I 
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This estimate was qualitatively confirmed later by the long tlmes required 

to obtain the radio-frequency Stark spectra of BaS. The presence of BaO, 

while a nuisance, furnished, however, an internal standard in the conduct 

of the electric resonance experiment. 

2. Radio-frequency Stark Spectra 

The Stark spectra of Ba138S32 should consist of only one line for 

each vibrational state since both nuclei have no spin. The J=l spectrum was 

observed initially using the voltage sweep technique in the frequency range 

7700 KHz to 8300 KHz, cbrresponding to Stark fields1between 72 and 77 V/cm. 

A signal to noise ratio of at best 2 to 2.5:1 was obtained after an hour run 

on the signal averaging system. The narrowest line observed has a full width 

at half maximum of about 100 KHz. This width is much larger than that expec

ted from the natural line width and C-field irihomogeneties. The broadening 

is possibly due to the application of too high a radio-frequency voltage and 

the presence of vibrational fine structure. 

To obtain more accurate line positions, experiments in which the fre

quency is swept at constant applied C-field voltage were undertaken. Using 

a radio-frequency voltage from 0.5 to 1.2 Vpp, spectral lines for the ·dif

ferent vibrational states were observed with a signal to noise ratio of about 

2.5:1 to 1:1 after about four hours run on the signal averaging system. The 

lines had full widths at half maximum (FWHM) from 10 to 20 KHz at the weak 

fields studied. A sample spectra is shown in Fig. 10, obtained after four 

hours run at approximately 2500 cps and an rf voltage of 0.5 Vpp. Line fre

quency measurements at different weak fields are given in Table XI for the three 

vibrational states. Assignment of the lines to the respective vibrational 

states were made on the basis of their relative intensities. Line measure

ments at 75 and 45 v represent the average of two or more measurements. The 

errors given represent twice the average deviations. Only one measurement 

was made at 60 v and the errors were taken as the FWHM divided by the signal

to-noise ratio. A compound line was observed at E=30 v and constitutes over

lapping lines due to the different vibrational states. Attempts to resolve 

it were unsuccessfUl; at this voltage, the lines are expected to be 9 KHz 

apart. The frequency given in the table corresponds to the center of the 

unresolved line. 

·1 
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A plot of the transition frequency, v, against the square of the applied 

voltage, E2, for the v==O state is shown in Fig. 11. The linear relation-

ship indicates the quadratic Stark effect expected for a diatomic molecule 
I 

at weak electric fields. 
"t" " " b 1 transl lon lS glven y 

The frequency of the J==l, mJ==O to J==l, m ==±l 
J 

where ~ == dipole moment in Debyes (D) 

E == field strength in V/cm 

B == rotational constant in MHz 

At weak fields the fourth order correction is negligible and v can be taken as 

proportional to E2 From a least squares fit to the experimental data using 

the foregoing relationship without the fourth order Stark term, values of 
2 
~ for the three vibrational states of BaS were obtained. These are given in 

Table XII. For BaS at 75 V/cm the fourth order contribution to the Stark 

effect is about O.ogfo and about 0.00210 at 30 V/cm. 

The possibility that the lines observed in the present work are due 

to an excited electronic state of BaO present in the beam comes to mind in 

view of recent arguments in favor of the existence of a 10w-lying 37T state 

of Ba0107 • Three arguments hold against this: 

1) A search for the same line in a beam of pure BaO did not yield any 

evidence of its presence. 
2 2) The plot of v vs. E over a considerable voltage range is a straight 

line. A 37T2 or 37T
l 

species would give rise to a linear plot of v 

vs. E, i.e. a first order Stark effect. A 37T0 state would, however, 

exhibit a second order Stark effect. 

3) No spectroscopic evidence exists at present on the existence of a 

low-lying 37T state. The molecular beam electric resonance spectra51,52 

and optical spectral09 of BaO showed no evidence for the existence 
1 of states of different symmetry lying below or near X ~ of BaO. 

The same arguments above could be held against the possibility that the 

lines observed are due to a higher electronic state of BaS or a sta:te other 

than~. The optical spectra of BaS showed a very close similarity to that 

of BaG. 
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XBB 685-3256 

Fig. 10. BaS spectral line corresponding to 1,0 -~ 1, ±1 (v:::O) transition 
at E= 75 V/cm. 

... 
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Table XI. BaS spectral lines observeda 

Frequency (KHz) 

E (V/cm) v=O v=l 

30 1315 ± 3b 
i 

45 2942.78 ± 4.74 2963.99 ± 2.40 

60 5224.55 ± 7.80 5257.92 ± 15·92 

75 8151.97 ± 2.12 8203.84 ± 1.42 

aFor J=l, mJ=O ~ J=l, m
J

=±l transition 

bcenter of unresolved lines 

i'l 

v=2 

2984.52 ± 2.84 

5294.97 ± 17.56 

-----------
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Fig. 11. Transition frequency (1,0 ~1,±1) vs. IF for v=O state of BaS. 
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Ratio of ~2 to B for BaS 

0.03815 ± 0.00010 

0.03840 ± 0.00012 

0.03872 ± 0.00018 
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3. Estimation of R e 

It is of interest to get an idea of the dipole moment of BaS. In the 

absence of a value of the rotational constant, we make some estimates. 

Since the rotational constant is inversely proportional to the internuclear 

separation, Re' we need only obtain a value of Re. The simplest method is 

to consider the bond length as the sum of ionic radii with due allowance for 

shortening of the bond for molecules in the gaseous phase. UsingPauling's 

ionic radii of 1.35 A for Ba++ and 1.84 A for S--, one gets 3.19 A for the 

sum of the ionic radii or the internuclear separation in the crystal. As

suming that the contraction of the bond in going to the gaseous state is the 

same as that of BaO (Le. 0.81 ft.), one obtains a value of 2.38 A for R (BaS). e 
Several empirical relationships have been proposed which relate the equi-

librium internuclear distance, R , to the bond force constant, k , and vibra-e e 
tional frequency, 00 , of a diatomic molecule.110 The rule 

e 
2 R ill = a constant e e 

for similar molecules, which has been known for a long time, has only re

cently received some theoretical justification in the work of Borkman and 
III Parr. They showed that 

R 200 = 4.5 x 10-13 (~/~)1/2 
e e 

where ~ is the reduced mass and ~ is a quantity proportional to the electron 

population in the bond region. The latter should be approximately the same 

for similar molecules. Using Baa as a reference, with 

and using values 

R = 1.93966 Jt e 

669.81 cm -1 
ill == e 

~ ;:;: 14.33255 amu 

-1 00 = 377.1 cm e 

~ ;:;: 25.9547 amu 

for BaS, one obtains R == 2.23 A. for BaS. e 
Another method which relatesR ,k and the dissociation energy, D , 

112 e e 0 
has beell proposed by Somayajulu and has been used to estimate Db for 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
.1 
I 

'I 

J 
'I 
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some diatomic molecules quite accurately. The foregoing variables are re

lated by the equation 

kR e e -D--- == a constant 
o 

for similar molecules composed of atoms belonging to one column of the peri

odic table or when one of the atoms comes from one particular column and the 

other from another specified column of the periodic table. Applying this 

rule again to BaO and BaS and using the same constants mentioned previously 

and using D (BaO) == 130.4 ± 6 Kca157 and D (BaS) == 94.7 ± 4.5 Kcal,57 one o 0 

obtains R == 2.45 ft. .• e 
Colin et a157 have estimated R (BaS) == 2.42 R based on the observ"ation 

e . 
of the constancy of the ratios 

R (MeS) e 
R (MeO) = 

e 
1.25 

for the diatomic oxides and sulfides of C, Si, Ge, Sn, Pb, S, and Mg. 

Prof. R. F. Barrowa has pointed out to the author the nearly constant 

differences between the internuclear distances between the oxides and sul

fides in diatomic molecules, e.g., 

R (MeS)- R (MeO) e e 
Al 0.411 R 
Bi 0.385 

Ge 0.387 

Pb 0.365 

Sn 0·377 

All values yet known for the difference lie between 0.345 R for NS and 0.420 R. 
for SiS. He has estimated R (BaS) = 2.325 ± 0.03 A.. e 

From the various estimates, one arrives at a reasonable value of R (BaS) e 
2.4 .± 0.1 ft.. The absolute accuracy of this value is probably about 

nf 110 
570 • 

aprof • R. F. Barrow -- Physical Chemistry Laboratory, Oxford University; 
private communication, April 1968. 
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4. Dipole Moment of BaS 

From the estimated value of R and the present experimental value for 
2 e 

~ /B, one can obtain a value for the dipole moment of BaS. Using R = 2.4 
2 e 

± 0.1 A. and a corresponding B = 3380.7 MHz, and taking e 
= 0.03815 ± 0.00010 D

2
/MHz, one obtains, 

~ (BaS) = 11.4 ± 0.6 D 
e 

~ /B)v=O~ (~2/B)R 
e 

This value is considerably larger than that of BaO (~'e = 7..934 D), and in

dicates a very ionic bond. If one takes the quantity ~ feR as a measure e e 
of ionic character, one finds BaS to be more ionic than BaO. This is rather 

surprising in view of the large difference in electronegativity of Sand O. 

The % increase in ~2/Bwith vibrational state is about 1/2 that observed 

in BaO. Assuming a decrease in the rotational constant, B, of about 0.5% 

with vibrational state as in BaO, the observed increase in ~2/B indicates a 

positive value of the dipole derivative d~/dv. This implies further a simi

larity between the Ba-O and Ba-S bonds as one might expect from the similarity 

between 0 and S. Furthermore, the spectra observed suppor;ts the identifica

tion of the groun<?- electronic state of BaS as a lJ: state similar to BaO. 

The accuracy of the dipole moment obtained in the present work reflects 

the accuracy in the estimation of the rotational constant •. A more accurate 

value could be obtained if the rotational constant, B, could be determined 

independently. This could be obtained from an analysis of the rotational 

fine structure of the band spectra and will probably be avilable in the near 

future. Its determination by microwave spectroscopy is certainly out of the 

question due to the high vaporization temperatures required. The separate 

determination of ~ and B with fair accuracy is also possible from an obser

vation of the radio-frequency Stark spectra at strong fields where the fourth 

order Stark term becomes significant. However, present experimental accura

cies do not permit determination of these quantities to better than 5% and then 

only for the '1=0 state and only with considerable expenditure of time and 

effort. Accurate determination of B is possible from a molecular beam ex

periment using microwaves to induce transition between adjacent J states. 

Pre::ent intensities, however, make this virtually impossible. 

Finally, it may be profitable to point out here certain perplexing 
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observations on the radio-frequency Stark spectra of BaS. Despite the ra

ther large refocus beams obtainable, vary little transition is observed so 

that signal averaging times from 3to 13 hours werel required to obtain a sig

nal to noise ratio of 2: 1 or 2.5: 1. The line widths at weak fields are 

unusually wide. Even at field strength of 45 V/cm and an rf voltage of 0.5 

Vpp, at best a line width of 10 KHz was obtained. This is about three times 

the natural line width. 

No completely satisfactory explanation could account for the foregoing 

observations. The line broadening is perhaps still partly due to rf power 

broadening despite the seemingly low rf voltages already used. The possible 

broadening due to a slow re~sponse of the detector or long residence times 

of the ions on the filament had been studied and ds> not change the line width 

significantly. The presence of large "refocussed beams" with very little 

tranEd tion can be accounted for in part by the presence of BaO in the beam 

which could be deflected at the same refocusing voltage as that of BaS. The 

BaO J=l, 0 ~ J=l, il transition was monitored in the BaS beam and has always 

been obserVed. The presence of BaO in the beam was further confirmed by the 

deflection experiments where the A field was swept while the B field was set 

at a certain voltage. A. comparison of deflection patterns for pure BaO and 

the BaS beam is shown in Fie;. 12. Attempts were made to resolve the deflec

tion pattern for the .BaS beam since this would permit an approximate determi

nation of the dipole moment of BaS from a comparison of the deflecting vol

tages for the BaS and BaO peaks. These were not successful. However, the 

technique could probably be used with other pairs of molecules where the de

flecting voltages for the J=l, mJ=O or 1 states are sufficiently different. 

VI. MASS SPECTROMETRIC STUDIES OF MOLECULAR BEAM COMPOSITION 

A. Introduction 

The determination of the dipole moments of molecules other than the al

kali halides by the electric resonance method has been severely limited by the 

lack of a suitable detector. Even with the possibility of being able to 

employ surface ionization detection, the problem of obtaining a sufficient 

beam intensity exists. This is due to the fact that most molecules decompose 

in the vaporization process or exist as polymers in the gaseous state. A 

supplement to the electric resonance and other methods of dipole moment 



A field sweep = 0 to 1000 v 

B field at 680 v 

A field sweep = 0 to 1000 v 

B field at 710 v 
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A field sweep = 0 to 2000 y 

B field at 1650 v 

XBB 68S-32SJ 

A field sweep = 0 to 2000 v 

B field at 1660 v 

Fig. 12. Deflection patterns for BaS beam (top) and pure BaO beam (bottom). 
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measurements consists in the electric deflection of molecular beams. This 

method has been applied before to the determination of the dipole moments 

of some alkali halides. 59)66 Story,60 in this labor?tory) has developed the 

method to one of fairly high precision by the use of velocity selected mole

cular beams. ,The method offers much promise since relatively less beam in

tensity is required than with the spectroscopic method. Although the varia

tion of dipole moment with vibrational state is not obtainable, an average 
i 

value of the moment can be determined with present accuracies to within ±1';0. 

It is with the possible future use of this method in mind, that the work des

cribed in the following sections was undertaken. The possibility of deter

mining the radio-frequency Stark spectra of the molecules studied is also 

not discounted. Of interest are the monohalides of Indium, since Indium can 

be detected by surface ionization and the halides are rather similar to the 

Thallium monohalides, some of whose MBER spectra have been studied. 61 ,62,63 

Since the Indium halides ought to be predominantly ionic) due to the low ioni

zation potential of In, it would be of interest to compare their properties 
I 

with those of tha alkali halides. The extension of the ionic model for the 

description of the Group III molecules would be of some interest. 

The measurement of dipole moments by electric deflection require prior 

knowledge of the species present in the beam. No information on the vapor 

composition of the Indium monohalides exists in the literature and it was 

necessary to obtain this in the present work. Information on the composition 

of molecular beams can be obtained by mass spectrometry and/or from a study 

of the velocity distribution of the components of the beam. The former me

thod has good sensitivity but gives only qualitative results since the ion 

intensities are not easily related to the actual q~antity of the species 

present. The latter gives quantitative composition but is rather insensi

tive to the minor components of the beam. We have undertaken here a mass 

spectrometric study as a preliminary to a more detailed study by the technique 

of velocity analysis in the future. In this section is described an appara

tus for the mass spectrometric study of beam composition and the results 

obtained with it. 
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B. Experimental Apparatus and Procedures 

1. The Mass Spectrometer 

The mass spectrometer was assembled from a ~uadrupole mass filter model 

RGA 210 obtained from a local supplier. a The commercial unit is designed 
, ", 

mainly for residual gas analysis and consisted of an ionizer section, a ~ua

drupole section and ion detector, all, enclosed in a stainless steel tube. 

The ionizer section consists essentially of a tungsten filament, an ioni

zation region, a grid to control the electron energy and a series of elec

trodes which serve as a'lenssystem for extracting the ions from the ioni

zation region and giving them, optimum entrance conditions with respect to 

velocity and position when entering the ~uadrupole structure. The ~uadrupo

lar field 'is provided by 4 stainless steel rods about 1/4" diameter and 

5" long mounted parallel to each other and in a rectangular array on alumi

nainsulators to within 0.0002". A dc voltage and superimposed rf voltage 

are applied to the rods causing an electrostatic field to be generated in the 

region between the rods. The filtering action of such a field has been 

studied. 64 ,65 From a solution of the Mathieu e~uations, which are the equa

tions of motion of an ion in such a field, it has been shown that only ions 

of certain charge to mass ratio can traverse the field at a certain ratio of 

therf to de voltage and a certain rf frequency. Thus by varying the frequency 

of the rf voltage at a constant ratio of dc to rf voltage, the ratio of 

charge to mass, e/m, that is transmitted by the quadrupole section varies in 

a known manner. The ions from the ~uadrupole section are detected through an 

electron multiplier with C'u-Be dynodes. A diagram ot' the ~uadrupole residual 

gas analyzer is shown in Fig. 13. 

The mass filter allows for analysis of masses 1 to 500 amu over three 

ranges of somewhat different resolution and transmission. Scanning of the 

mass peaks can be done either manually or automatically at continuously 

variable rates from 50 msec to 30 min for each mass range. The ion energy 

is controllable from 5 to 45 ev and the electron energy from 10 to 90 eVe 

The whole assembly is bakeable up to 400 0 C. 

aElectronic Associates Inc., Palo Alto, California 
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To adapt the commercial unit for work with molecular beams required the 

construction of high vacuum enclosures and associated pumping systems and 

the incorporation of additional electronic equipment to increase the detec

tion sensitivity. A schematic diagram of the working system is shown in 

Fig. 14. A list of the vacuum components is given in Table A-x:if of the 

Appendix. 

As shown, an oven, chamber was constructed to house the oven source from 

which a beam of molecules effuses. The separately pumped buffer chamber 

houses a beam chopper and also provides for differential pumping. The quad

rupole chamber is connected to the buffer chamber through a gate valve and a 

needle valve in series. The mass filter is mounted perpendicular to the beam 

path to increase the collision path between the beam and the bombar~ing 

electrons. Two ion pumps each wi th8 liters/sec pumping speed are mOlmted 
-8 before the ionization section and ordinarily maintain a vacuum of 10 torr 

with the needle valve closed. A concentric stainless ,steel cylinder filled 

wi th liquid nitrogen acts as a cyrogenic pump for the area, rj.ght after the 

ionization section. A glass window is provided at the end of the apparatus 

and permits sighting the ionizer and the oven for purposes of alignment. 

Separate oil diffusion pumps maintain the pressure at the oven and buffer cham

bers at about 5 x 10-7 and 2 x 10-7 torr respectively. An electrical pro

tection system was provided to shut off the diffusion pump in case of j.ncrease 

in pressure, failure of the water cooling system to the diffusion pumps, or 

an increase in the temperature of the diffusion pumps above a certain pre-

set level. 

Initial work with NaCl beams was done without the beam chopper and 

showed the inherent insensitivity of the detection system for minor com

ponents of the beam due to difficulty in differentiating between the residual 

gas molecules and beam molecules by just superimposing the gate valve in the 

path of the beam. The beam was thus modulated through the use of a beam chop

per and the modulated signal detected with the aid of a lock-in amplifier. 

A diagram of the detection system is shown in Fig. 15. A list of components 

and their speCifications is given in Table A-x:iflof the appendix. 

~le beam chopper consists essentially of an Aluminum disk with 4 slots 

driven by a synchronous motor placed inside a metal casing to prevent 
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outgassing inside the buffer chamber. The motor is driven by a frequency 

generator whose output is amplified by a Dymec power amplifier. The fre

quency of the generator could be varied to provide the desired modulation 

frequency. Normally a frequency between 28 to 40 cps is used. A. light bulb 

placed in front and a photodiode at the back of the chopper provides a re

ference signal for tuning the lock-in amplifier. The use of a low noise 

pre-amplifier before feeding the input signal from the electrometer to the 

lock-in amplifier considerably enhanced the signal to noise ratio in the mass 

spectra. The electrometer signal is made to drive directly the black pen 

of a Leeds and Northrup 2~pen recorder. Part of this signal is used as an 

input to the lock-in amplifier via the impedance matching transformer and 

the low noise amplifier. The output signal from the lock-in amplifier is then 

used to drive the red pen of the L&N recorder. Thus 2 spectra are presented 

graphically on the recorder chart, a complete spectnlln of signals from the 

electrometer which include mass peaks of the background residual gasses 

and a spectrum only of the modulated components of the beam superimposed on 

it. Thus the presence of large background signals interferes IHtle with 

the detection of even the minor constituents of the molecular beam. 

2. Molecular Beam Source Oven 

The molecular beam source oven for composition studies deserves some 

attention. For such work, one desires as much as possible to obtain the 

composition of the vapor in equilibrium with the condensed phases at certain 

temperatures. Effusive sources, Le. isothermal enclosures provided with 

"ideal slits,,,67,68,69,70have almost always been used. This Knudsen effu-: 

sion method has classically been used for the determination of vapor pres

sures71 and has only lately been used for composition studies. The composi

tionof the beam from an effusive source is of course not the same as that 

in equilibrium inside the enclosure due to the differences in effusion rates 

of different molecular weight species. From the composition of the beam, 

however, it is possible to calculate the composition of the vapor inside 
i 

the enclosure. To be able to do this, it is necessary that true molecular 

flovT through the slit exists, the source oven be at thermal equilibrium and 

the chemical equilibrium in the oven not significantly disturbed by the ef

fusj.on of the molecu1es. The effect of tbese factors on the eornpor;iU on 
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of the beam has been studied extensively by Miller and Kusch. 68,72 The 

various factors affecting the effusion process itself have been treated in 

the literature. 70 ,71,73:74,75 From the experiences of the above workers and 

theoretical arguments, certain design considerations appear, i.e.: 

1. thermal gradients in the various parts of the oven should be at a 

minimum so that the requirement of an isothermal enclosure is ful

filled and thermal equilibrium exists. 

2. the ratio of the effusion orifice to that of the evaporation surface 

area should be sufficiently small so that the equilibrium within 

the enclosure is not significantly disturbed -- a ratio of at least 

O.Ol. 

3. The width and thickness of the· effusion orifice should be much smal

ler than the mean free path of the gas molecules at the operating 

temperatures and pressures -- the "ideal slit." 76 

An oven design which approximates these conditions had been used by 

story60 in this laboratory in connection with studies of velocity distri

bution and electric deflection of molecular beams. Ovens of this type were 

used initially. A slight modification was later made resulting in the design 

shown in Fig. 15. 

Ovens of stainless steel and copper were made. Slits were made of 1 mil 

stainless steel, copper, platinum or platinum-iridium foils. The ovens were 

heated with 20-mil Tantalum coils inserted on holes and insulated from the oven 

block with the use of ceramic (alumina) tubes. Power to heat the coils was 

provided initially by a 0 to 120-volt variac with 0 to 20 amps current out

put at7 volts. The oven is mounted in the oven chamber on three, triangu

larly placed tungsten pins imbedded on a lava block and a stainless steel 

platform. Details of the oven mounting assembly is further described by Story 
° h O .th ° 60 1n 1S eS1S. 

3. Temperature Measurement 

The need for accurately specifying the temperature at which the compo

sition of the beam is determined need not be emphasized. In this work, chro

mel-alumel thermocouples were used for temperature measurement. These were 

inserted through wells in the front and back of the oven block as indicated 

in Fig. 16. To prevent shorting of the hot junction, the couple is inserted 
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through holes in a ceramic tube which in turn is inserted in the wells in 

the oven block. Moreover, for measurement of temperatures with thermocouples 

in a vacuum, metal to metal contact is imperative. Therefore, to ensure good 

thermal contact and e~uilibrium between the hot junction and the oven walls, 

the hot junction was imbedded in a 1/8" x 0.027" copper rod with a 10-mil 

bore. The whole assembly is then inserted through the wells on the oven block. 

The cold junctions were maintained in an ice bath immediately outside of the 

oven chamber. The thermo-couples were calibrated periodically by comparison. 

with a Hewlett Packard Quartz Thermometer certified with an accuracy of ±0.02%. 

Measurement of the thermoelectric voltage was made with a Calibration stan

dards model DC-200AR precision digital voltmeter previously calibrated with 

a nanovolt potentiometer. Temperature measurements are believed to be accu

rate to better than 1%. 

4. Operational Check 

The performance of the spectrometer was tested initially through the 

study of Lithium Chloride beams using a stainless steel oven of Story's 

design. The mass spectrum of LiCl effusing from a Knudsen source has been 

found to consist of monomeric, dimeric, trimeric and tetramerie species. 77 

The detection of the minor components of this beam should provide a test 

for the sensitivity of the instrument. The ions observed at temperatures 

below and above the melting point of 610 0 C are given in Table XIII, together 

with the result obtained by Berkowitz and Chupka77 and those of Milne 
78 and Klein. The presence of tetramers has not been confirmed due to the 

poor signal to noise ratio at the high mass range. However, at the low 

mass rang~, ion peaks less than 0.3% of the main species are detectable. 

Berkowitz et al did not give any indication of the temperature at which their 

data were obtained so that a ~uantitative comparison cannot be made. The 

speCies observed in the present work are essentially the same as theirs. 

C. Mass Spectra of Indium Monohalide Beams 

1. Introduction 
80 Despite the widespread industrial use of Indium compounds, little 

is known of the gaseous species produced in the vaporization of these 
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Table XIII. Mass spectra of LiC1 beam. 

a Present Work Berkowitz Milne 

Intensities and and 
b Klein c 

Species Chupka 
t = 5520 C t = 6140 C 

Li6+ 23 60 } 405 ----
Li7+ 320 2115 

Li6C135+ 55 156 , 
Li7C135+ 440 2670 486.5 27 

Li6C137+ 
> 

d 69 -
Li7C137+ 120 450 

Li~C135; 

Li6C137+ 3124 27485 } 2 2230 100 

Li7C137+ 119 7853 2 

Li~C1~5+ "'50 785 } 95.4 4 

Li~C1~7+ d 471 -
LiJC1§5+ ---- ~235 3·2 ----

a Electron Energy = 50ev 

b Electron Energy = 75 ev 

c Electron Energy ~ 20 ev 

dnot observed inadvertently 
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compounds. The ability of Indium to assume different valency states results 
81 

in numerous Indium compounds. The trivalent state seems most stable. Of 

interest only in the present work are the diatomic Indium Halides. Virtually 

no work is available in the literature on the vapor composition of these com

pounds although some spectroscopic work and vapor pressure measurements have 

been made for some of them. The ultra-violet absorption83 ,84 and emission85 ,86 
spectra of InF has been observed by Barrow and his co-workers. Microwave ab

sorption spectra of InCl, InBr and InI togethe~ with the Thallium and Gallium 
~ " M 

monohalides were observed by Barrett and Mandel. A. more accurate study of 

the microwave spectrum of InCl has been published by de Wijn89 recently. Va

rious works aimed at the determination of the stabilities of the monohalides of 

Indium have been undertaken. Robert90,9l has made an extensive measurement of 

the vapor pressure as a function of temperature for the halides InX, InX2 and 

InX
3 

- where X represents Cl, Br or 1. In no case did he find any dissociation. 

More recently however, BarrOW et al92 ,93 measured the vapor pressures of the 

mono and tri-halides of In as a function of temperature using a torsion fiber 

effusion apparatus and found a discrepancy between their data and those of 

Robert's. This was attributed to some disproportionatlon in the case of the 

monohalides. They obtained the heats of sublimation of these substances from 

their measurements. Estimates of thermochemical dissociation energies of the 

gaseous monohalides of In and other Group III elements were made by Barrow94 

based on the thermochemical and spectroscopic evidence about the group. The 

trend shows an increase in the dissociation energy in going from InI to InF. 

The magnitude of the dissociation energies are somewhat higher than those of the 

Thallium monohalides which show the same trend. The stabilities of gaseous di

atomic halides of certain metals, among them In, have also been estimated from 

intensity measurement of theemmlssion lines of the metals in the presence 

of traces of halogens by flame photometry.95 The values obtained are in very 

good agreement with those estimated by Barrow. It is shown that gaseous 

diatomic"halides of Ga, In, Tl and others are relatively stable in flames. 

More recently, Murad ~t al96 have determined the dissociation energies of 

GaF, InF and TlF using high temperature mass spectrometric techniques. Their 

values ivere slightly lower than those estimated by Barrow. A decrease in dis

sociation energy of approximately 20 Kcal/mole is observed in going from GaF. 

InF to TlF. Finn97 ,98 has calculated the vibrational energy levels on InF 

and InCl by a WKB approximation. He showed that ionic potential functions 
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similar to those of the alkali halides adequately describe the vibrational 

properties of the molecules. 

There is little doubt that the monohalides are fairly stable. The ob

jective of this work was to determine whether monomers exist in sufficient 

concentration in the vapor phase to permit further molecular beam work. 

2. Results and Discussions 

The mass spectra of InCl, InBr and InI were observed at temperatures 

below and above the melting point. Copper ovens with Cu, slits were used for 

,InCl and InBr and stainless steel for InI. The starting materials were 99.9% 
InX obtained from commercial suppliersa and analyzed about 98.5% 1nX, with 

the rest probably water and some impurities, and higher valency halides. 

The samples were vaporized below and above the melting points, which are 225 0 c, 
about 300 0 C, and 3510 C for InCl, InBr, and InI respectively. To ensure 

that therma1 equi1ibrium is established, the oven was allowed to remain at 

the same temperature for at least three to four hours before a measurement 

is made. The intensities of the ions observed in the mass spectra of the 

monohalides are shown in Table XIV. A much more extensive experiment than 

shown has been undertaken with InCl. The variation of a certain mass peak 

with temperature as indicated in the table is not to be construed as propor

tional to the change in vapor pressure with temperature since the runs were 

made at somewhat different pressure conditions within the ionization cham-

ber and at very different "straight through" beam intensities. Quantitative 

measurement of the temperature variation of the beam composition for the evalu

ation of thermodynamic quantities was not the main concern in the present 

work. 

As is evident from the tabulated results, atomic and dimeric species 

were observed in addition to the corresponding diatomic molecules. The pre

sence of molecular species which could be attributed to the trimer, i. e. , 
+ + 

In
3
X2 or In3X3 is not confirmed. For InCl, these shou1d be 1ess than 0.1% 

of the total beam. In the case of InBr and InI, the masses of the correspond

ing species were greater than 500 amu and thus outside the range of the ma ss 

spectrometer. The presence of the oxides of Indium which could possib1y be 

present was also investigated but their presence is not confirmed. 

It is interesting to speculate on the origin of the atomic and dimeric 
----
alnditun Corporation of America, Utica, New York 

Hesearch Organic/Inorganic Chemical Co., Sun Valley, California 
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species observed in the mass spectra. In the absence of appearance potential 

measurements99 and rather more involved studies, one could at best postulate 

mechanisms based on previous experience on other similar molecules. Some 

inherent defects in the construction of the ionizer for the mass spectrome

ter do not allow going to electron energies lower than 10 ev for appearance 

potential measurements. Since the vaporization of InCl was studied more 

extensively, we consider this only in more detail here. 
+ The In peak could arise from the processes 

I + In + e ... ."..,..--7 In + 2e 
+ 

InCl + e ----~ In + Cl + 2e 

or other dissociative ionization of other polymeric species. The presence 
+ 

of Cl is rather surprising in view of the fact that the presence of the ha-

lide ion has not been reported on mass spectrometric studies of the thallium 
+ 

halides and alkali halides except LiT. Cl could arise from 
+ 

Cl + e -----4 Cl + 2e . 
+ 

InCl + e -----+ In + Cl + 2e 
+ 

In
2

C1
2 

. + e---~ In2Cl + :Cl· + 2e 

+ Although the second process could give rise to some of the Cl , the rather 
+ + . 

large ratio of Cl to In seems to indicate some other source. Only a slight 

amount could arise from the third process since the concentration of dimeric 

species seems rather law. A much more significant quantity can arise from 

the first process. The ionization of Cl would presuppose the presence of Cl 

in the beam which could be brought about by some decomposition process like 

-----+ 

-----+ 

In(g) + Cl(g) 

In(s) + Cl(g) 

Soft, . silvery, white deposits of Indium on the oven walls after the comple

tion of each run have been observed and can be accounted for by either me

chanism. 
+ 

The presence of C12 could be attributed to the possible existence of 

an equilibrium with the oven walls, of the type 

+ 
The possibility of C12 originating from the dissociative ionization of the 

:'. 
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Table XIV. Mass spectra of the Indium monohalidesa 

InCl InBr InI 

Species 209°C 219°C 231°C 270°C 338°c 318°c 364°c 

+ 
450 2280 5450 13400 In 550 993 5700 

+ 
X 273·7 221 353·5 550 3600 1584 4200 

+ 134 384 X2 29 15 27 ~2 3 

rnx+ 445 658 1422 I 5490 6600 6650 13200 

InX2 
+ 

~8 ~0.2 ~1.5 ~7·5 45 6 ~4 

InX + 
3 

~8 ~1 ~1.5 ~7.5 ~6 ~3 ~l 

In X+ 
2 27 8 12.7 48 162 7 106.6 

In2X2 
+ 20 5·5 9·5 18 57 7 32 

+ ~3 ~0.5 ~1.5 In
3
X2 ----- ---- ---- ------

In3~+ ;:[;3 ;:[;0.5 ~1.5 ----- ---- ---- ------

InO+ ;:[;4 0 ~1.5 ;:[;3 ;:[;6 ;i2 ;i;4 

In 0+ 
2 

;:r;4 ;:[;1 ;:[;1.5 ~3 ;:r;6 ;:[;2 ;:[;6·5 

In20
3 

+ ;:[;4 ;:[;1 ;i;1.5 ;:[;3 ;i;6 ;:[;3 ;:[;4 

X represents either Cl, Br or I 

---- out of range of mass spectrometer 

a -7 at electron energy of 50 v and ",10 torr. 
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dimer or other polymer probably requires a dimer structure with the two 

Cl attached to each other. The square-planar structure proposed for the al

kali halides and the end-to-end CITI-TICl structure for Tl2C12 is not com

patible with this. The above process is in accord with the postulatedexis

tence of Cl in the beam. 
+ + In In2Cl and In2C12 peaks indicate the presence of dimers, i.e., 

these ions being produced by the reactions 

+ e ------+ In Cl + 
2 2 

+ 2e 

. + 
The approximately constant ratio of In2Clto In2C12 as the temperature is 

raised indicates that they have the same parent ion. The possibility that 

they originate from ion-molecule reactions in the ionization chamber is ex

tremely unlikely since the beam molecules make only 1 pass in the ionization 

region and the pressure in this region is of the order of 10-8 torr. Thus 

the only logical source is the presence of dimers in the beam. 

The behavior of InBr and InI are similar. The existence of atomic 

species and dimers is observed. It is interesting to compare the foregoing 

results with studies on the vaporization of the liquid Thallium monohalides 

b C b · . tt· d h' k 100 -105 Th . t fl··t . y u 1CC10 1 an 1S co-wor ers. e eXls ence 0 po ymer1za lon 

among the Tl halides were confirmed in their series of investigations. They 

found that the dimers were the preponderant species in the vapor phase of 

TIF, with some trimers and tetramers. The extent of dimerization, however, 

decreased drastically in going from TlF to TII with the dimer estimated to be 

about 1% in TIL ·Among the In halides, the extent of dimerization seems 

slight. With the Tl halides, although the Tl+, and T1
2

+ peak has been ob

served in the mass spectra, the presence of the halogen ion was never reported. 
+ + + In the present work, X , X2 ' and In were observed. 

The foregoing results indicate the presence of significant concentration 

of monomers in the vapors of the Indiummonohalides. The intensity ratio 

of InX+ to In+ is almost 1:1. Assuming the most unfavorable case where 

In+ comes possibly solely from In, the intensity observed should permit 

electric deflection experiments to be undertaken. Electric resonance spec

troscopy should also be possible although perhaps with much difficulty since 
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the intensity problem is compounded by the large quadrupole interactions in 

these molecules and the relatively poor detection efficiency of In on a 

tungsten filament. 
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Table A-I. Electronic equipment for signal averaging system. 

Unit 

Transistorized linear pulse amplifier 

Inverting amplifier (gain l-lOX, zero offset) 
8 

Frequency or pulse scaler (0 to 10 counts per 
second; with 5253A and 5253B plug-ins the 
counting range is extended to 500 MHz.) 

Pbdiofrequency signal generators: 
a) 50 kHz to 65 MHz. 
b) 10 MHz to 455 MHz. 

Digital recorder with analog output 

Frequency synchronizer (locks 606B and 608F 
signal generators and allows modulation) 

Frequency mixer (50 kHz to 450 MHz.) 

Stark field voltage supply (1-6000V at 20 rnA.) 

Reference voltage supply (0-10 vOlts) 

Ramp voltage generator 

Start pulse function generator 

Single channel analyzer 

Multichannel analyzer (1024 channels in 
quadrants, 2xlO-5 sec dead time per 
channel) 

","' . 

Model No. 

5245L 

606B 
608F 

562A 

8708A 

10514A 

HV-1556 

301 

NC-ll 

NS-610 

~~~.~~~ •• L _~_.~!'-::'.~"'.~~""!':::l.._-"!."'..:.0:.~~_":"..:!~.::::--i!""~_~".!.:!:.-~....c:~..:.."'7;.;":'...::':::' . ...:~.~,:~':.:~~.:,~.:>..:.....:...:..~:...:....:..~~~!'!:_':-~ ____ .• __ _=_ -.:-_,:_.,.,.".:!,::::,,~~,--~:'. 

Manufacturer 

LRL
a 

Plan No. 15X4845 

LRLa Plan No. l3X1450 

Hewlett-Packard Co., 
Palo Alto, Calif. 

Hewlett-Packard Co., 
Palo Alto, Calif. 

Hewlett-Packard Co., 
Palo Alto, Cal if. 

Hewlett-Pakcard Co., 
Palo Alto, Calif. 

Hewlett-Packard Co., 
Palo Alto, Calif. 

Power Designs Pacific, 
Palo Alto, Calif. 

LRLa Plan No. 13X1470 

LRLa Pian No. l3X1430 

Electronics, Inc. 
Portland, Oregon 

Inc., 

Hammer Electronics Co., Inc., 
Princeton, New Jersey 

Northern Scientific 
Madison, Wisconsin 

-:'_:~'::::'_ "~."t _~~_~l" • 

I 
~ 
I\) 
I 
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Table A-I. (cont' d.) 

Unit 

Data processor 

Switch programed time based oscillator 

Programed coincidence scaler (0-9999 channels) 

Model No. 

460 

aLawrence Radiation Laboratory, Berkeley, California. 

Manufacturer 

Northern Scientific 
~~dison, Wisconsin 
~ LRL Plan No. 15X8410 
a LRL Plan No. 13X1310 

I 
~l 
'VI 

~., 
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Table A-II. V= 0 spectra of Na23C135 
E = 600 v/cm 

Ob served Line a Calculated Line Positions 
Positions Ca1c'd Freq. Intensity Composi te Line Difference 

Frequency 

1. 165,433.7 KHz 165,433.3 KHz 59.85 165,433.5 KHz -0.2 KHz , 

2. 165,634.2 165,628.7 23.84 
165,628.7 24.09 165,632.0 -2.2 
165,635.4 23·37 i\ 

165,635.4 23.41 

3. 166,548.8 166,531.7 19·71 b 166,546.5 20.41 166,550.0 1.2 
166,559.5 100.00 

4. 166,736.5 166,725.2 4.25 
166,731. 9 38.89 166,737.5 1.0 
166,743,8 38.40 
166,750.4 4.25 

5. 167,115.2 167,089.9 15·53 
167,096.6 15.49 
167,104.7 14.44 
167,110.7 26.48 b 0.8 167,110.7 17·37 167,116.0 
167,111.5 14.39 
167,137.4 16.65 
167,137.4 25·33 

6. 167,835.9 167,840.3 4.71 
167,840.3 4.67 167,843.5 7.6 167;846.9 5·07 ;\ 

~; 

167,846.9 4.98 \1 
.1 

" 168,230.6 168,203.2 'I 

7· 20.01 /' ,I 

168,207.2 13·51 ";! 

:i 
168,209.8 20.10 '! 

\1 

168,213.6 98.64 :1 

168,219.5 51.43 ;i 
.1 

168,219.8 24.27 " l! 
168,227.6 1.35 ,! 

\1 
168,230.9 24.27 " 11 

f' 

168,232.1 1.34 168,230.0 -0.6 ., 

·~I 168,234.3 48.55 
168,234.6 25.72 II 
168,245.8 25·71 d 

'1, 
168,246.1 98.63 ~! 

168,252.5 13·51 i 
, 
I 

168,253.2 40.13 



Observed Linea 
Positions 

8. 168,6l6.6 KHz 

10. 169,723.5 

11. 169,916.6 

12. 170,826.4 

13. 171,025·5 
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Table A.-II. (cont t d) 

Calculated Line Positions 

Calc I d Freq. Intensi ty· Composi te Line Difference 
Frequency 

168 ,6l2. 7 KHz 
168,612.7 
168,619.4 
168,619.4 

169,322·3 
169,322·3 
169,349.0 
169,349.0 
169~351.6 
169,366.4 
169,709.3 
169,715·9 
169,727.8 
169,734.4 
169,900.2 
169,911.0 
l69,915.4 
169,925.8 
169,930.2 
170,824.3 
170,824.3 
170,830.9 
170,830.9 
171,024.2 
171,028.6 

4.98 
5·07 
4.67 
4.72 

25·32 
16.64 
17·36 
26.4,] 
28.84 
31.02 
4.26 

38.41 
38.89 
4.25 

99·95 
10.l9. 
10.23 
9.83 
9.88 

23.40 
23·37 
24.09 
23.84 

29·97 
29.88 

168,616.0 KHz -0.6 

169,721.5 -2.0 

170,827.5 1.1 

171,026.0 

aAverage error in observed line positions = 2.4 KHz. 

bCenter of composite line, does not necessarily coincide with peak. 
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Table A-III. V ;;:: 1 spectra of Na23C135 
E ;;:: 600 v/cm 

Observed Line a Calculated Line Positions Difference 
Positions Calc I d Freq. Intensity Composi te Line 

Frequency 

1. 168,868.1 KHz 168,870.5 KHz 59.86 168,870.5 KHz 2.4 KHz 

2. 169,072.7 169,066.0 24.02 
169,066.0 24.24 169,071.5 -1.2 
169,076.3 23·17 
169,076.3 23·25 

3· 169,969·0 169,971.4 19·51 169,971.4 2.4 

170.006.8 170,002.3 20.61 
170,008.3 100.00 170,007.5 0·7 

4. 170,185.2b 170,165.9 1.25 
170,,176.2 42.06 
170,198.8 41.26 170,187.5 2·3 
170,209.1 1.25 

5· 
b 170,563.5 170,534.9 15.85 

170,541. 7 25·11 
170,557.3 19·27 c 6.5 I 
170,565.9 14.12 170,570.0 ! 

170,572.6 14.06 :1 
170,599.6 18.03 d 

:1 

" 170,599.6 23.43 1; 
,I 

6. 171,299.1 171,298.7 4.62 ji 
" 

171,298.7 4.57 l: 
171,304.5 5.4 " " 171,309.0 5.16 \: 

5.08 
,I 

171,309.0 il .1 

7. 171,668.6 171,657.2 13·99 II 
171,666.8 20.01 '~I 
171,667.4 99· 79 ,t! 
171,673.5 20.10 171,671.5 2·9 171,693.2(ctr) 171,676.1 52.28 '11 

171,677.0 23.84 ii 
ii 

171,688.1 23.85 171,695.0( ctr) 1.8(ctr) II 
?I b 47.70 ii 171,724.2 171,707.0 • 171,707.9 26.15' - '\' 

171,718.5 -5·7 "\' 

171,719.0 26.13 ~! 
171,719.5 40.13 ~I . , 
171,722.3 99.78 i! 
171,732.3 14.00 

1; 
-: 



Table A-III. (cont'd) 

Observed Line a Calculated Line Positions 

Positions Calc'd Freq. Intensity Composite Line Difference 
Frequency 

8. 172,090.6 KHz 172,080.5 KHz 5·09 
172,080.5 5·17 172,085.5 -5·1 172,090.8 4.58 
172,090.8 4.63 

9. 172,818.5 172,790.0 23.43 
172,790.0 18.01 
172,820.4 28.19 c 

172,819.5 1.0 
172,832.3 19.27 
172,832.3 25·10 

) 172,851.3 31.67 
b 10. 173,209.3' l'r;i, 180 • 5 1.25 

173,190.8 41.27 173,202.5 -6.8 
,173,213.3 42.06 
173,223.6 1.25 

11. 173,,383.4 d 
173,381~3 99.95 
173,385.1 10.29 173,382.5 -0.9 
173,389.5 10.33 

173,416.0 9·73 b 
173,420.4 9.78 173,416.5 

12. 174,314.6 174.313.3 23.24 
174,313.3 23.18 174,318.5 3·9 174,323.5 24.23 
174,323.5 24.02 

13. 174,513.8 174,516.9 29·97 174,519.0 5·2 174,521.3 29.88 

aAverage line error = 3.2 KHz 

bOverlapswith V = ° Na23c137 lines. 

cCenter of composite line(s) does not necessarily coincide with peak(s). 

~itted main peak; smaller peak overlaps with V = ° Na23C137 line. 
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Table A-IV. V :::: 2 spectra of Na23C135 
E :::: 600 v/cm 

Observed Line Calculated Line Positions 
Ca1c'd Freq. Intensity Composite Line a Difference Positions Frequency 

1. 172,376.1 KHz 173,377.5 KHz 59.87 172,377.5 KHz 1.4 KHz 

2. 172,584 .5 172,576.1 24.72 
172,567.1 24.88 172,579.5 -5·0 
172,592.7 22.36 
172,592.7 22.49 

b 173,454.3 18.67 3. 173,539.2 2 
173,527·9 100.00 173,538.5 -0.7 
173,555.0 21.42 

4. 173,670.4 173,669·2 43.87 173,669·2 -1.2 

173,739·3 173,744.9 41.79 173,744.9 5.6 

5· 174,048.5 174,021.2 17·23 
174,027.7 17.21 174,037.5 -11.0 
174,049.7 24.55 
~74,049.7 22.16 

174,l10.6c 174,121.9 12.77 174,125.5 14.9 
174,128.5 12.69 

174,155.4c 174,158.3 18.64 174,158.3 12·9 
174,158.3 20.60 

6. 174,830.3 174,821.5 4.25 
174,821.5 4.19 174,835.0 4.7 
174,847.0 5.60 
174,847.0 5·53 

7. 175,180.1 175,.126.2 14.03 
175,151. 7 99.98 
175,174.9 55.84 
175,181.2 22.04 175,171.5 -8.6 
175,192.2 22.06 
175,198.7 19.98 
175,205.3 20.07 

175 ,231.1( ctr) 175,231.0(ctr) -0.1 'i 
, , 

175,277.7 175,260.4 40.08 " 
~i 175,275.7 44.10 ii 

175,281.9 27.94 11 

12.8 
t; 

175,292.9 27·90 175·290 .5 
~;i 

175,310.7 99·97 
~I 

~! 
175,336.2 14.04 Ii 

i 

'I 
.. :! 



.. 

Observed Line 
Positions 

8. 175,633.6 

9· 

10. 

11. 

d 

176,413.3 

176,718.1 
c 176,791.2 
f 176,921.3 

12. 177,877.7 

13. 178,082.9 
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Table A.-IV. (cont'd) 

Calculated Line Posi.tions 
Calc'd Frell. Intensity Composi te Line 

Frelluency 

175,615.3 KHz 5·53 
175,615.3 5·61 175,627.0 
175,640.9 4.19 
175,640.9 4.25 

176,304.1 20.60 176,319.0 8 

176,304.1 18.63 
176,337.2 25.47 
176,412.7 22.15 176,424.08 

176,412.7 24.54 
176,437.9 34.45 

176,717~4 41.81 176,717.4 

176,793.2 43088 176,793.2 

176,905.2 10.69 176,925.0 8 

176,909.5 10.74 
176,934.4 99·95 
177,005.9 9·31 177,007.5 
177,010.3 9.36 

177,869.7 22.48 
177,869.7 22.36 177,882.5 
177,895.2 24.88 
177,895.2 24.72 

178,082.7 29.98 178,084.5 
178,087.1 29.89 

Average line error = 5.1 KHz. 

a Difference 

-6.6 

10.7 

-0.7 
2.0 

3.7 

-3.6 

4.8 

1.6 

8Composite line center does not necessarily coincide with peak(s). 
bSmaller peak overlapped by V = 0 Na23C137 line. 

cOverlap with V = ° Na23C137 lines. 
dOverlap with V = 3 Na23C135 line. 

eOverlap with V = 1 Na23C135 line. 

fOverlap with V = 1 Na23C137 line. 
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Table A-V. V = 3 spectra of Na23C135 
E = 600 v/cm 

Observed Line Calculated Lj.ne Positions' Difference Positions Ca1c'd Freq. Intensity Composi te Line 
Frequencya 

1. 1'75,959.2 KHz 1'75,951.8 KHz 59·91 1'75,951.8 KHz -'7.4 KHz 

2. b 1'76,155.'7 1'76,135.2 25·35 
1'76,135.2 25.49 1'76,155.0 -0.'7 
176,175.8 21.54 
1'76,175.8 21.68 

I 

3· 1'7'7,013.6 1'77,004.5 17.85 177,004.5 -9·1 
1'77 ,138.0 1'77,115,.6 100.00 1'7'7,115.6 -22.4 

177,1'70.3 1'7'7,174.9 22.22 1'77,174.9 4.6 

4. 177,251.6 177,~28.3 44.68 177,228.3 -23.3 

1'77,359.3 17'7,358.6 41.35 1'77,358.6 -0.'7 

5· 
c 

6. 
7. 
8. 

9· 
10. 180,315.9 180,312.1 41.36 180,312.1 -3.8 

180,441.5 180,442.4 44.68 180,442.4 0·9 
11. 180,493.4 180,493.6 11.10 180,495.5 2.1 

180,497.9 11.13 

180,556.9 180,555.2 99.95 180,555.2 -1.7 

180,664.9 180,664.0 8.89 180.666.0 1.1 i 
180,668.4 8.95 

, 

12. 181,491. 9 181,494.9 21.67 181,494.9 3·0 181,494.9 21.54 

181,535.5 25.49 181,535.5 181,535.5 25.34 

13· 181,'713.2 181,716.8 29·99 181,'719.0 5.8 181,721.2 29·90 ... 

Average line error = 6.5 KHz 
aComposite line center does not necessarily coincide with peak(s). 
bOver1ap with V = 1 NaC1:)'! line. 

CLines have not been observed; calculated line positions have thus been 
omitted. 
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Table A-VI. . V =0 spectra of Na23c137 
E = 600 v/cm 

Observed Line a Calculated Line Positions Difference 
Positions Calc'd Freq. Intensity Composite Line 

Frequency 

1. 169,303.0 KHz 169,302.1 KHz 60.01 169,302.1 KHz -0.9 KHz 

2. 169,450.6 169,448.4 26.33 169,448.4 -2.2 
169,448.4 26.45 

3. 169,501.8 169,504.9 20.03 169,504.9 3.1 169,504.9 20.16 
4. b 170,162.5 16.41 170,162.5 

5· 170,316.9 170,313.3 100.00 170,313.3 -3.6 
6. 170,365.4 170,354.3 46.06 170,365.3 -0.1 

7· 170,407.0 170,413.9 2}.56 170,413.9 6.9 
8. 170,560.4 40.55 170,560.4 

9· 170,649.1 170,643.1 20.74 170,645.5 -3.6 
170,647.9 20.77 

10. 170,708.2 170,693.7 27.05 170,693.7 -14.5 170,693·7 26.13 
11. 170,889.9 170,894.6 9.42 170,897.0 7·1 170,899.3 9.33 
12. 170,931.7 170,940.5 16.47 170,940.5 8.8 170,940.5 17.01 
13. c 171,420.8 3.34 

171,420.8 3·29 171,420.8 

14. c 171,477.3 6.89 
171,477.3 6.83 171,477.3 

15. c 171,554.1 13.33 171,554.1 
16. 171,607.7 171,610.6 99.98 171,610.6 2·9 
17. b 171,656.7 64.82 171,656.7 
18. b 171,694.4 17.43 

171,702.5 17.48 171,698.5 

19· 171,762.9 171,754.9 19.82 171,757.5 -5.4 171,759.8 19.89 
20. 171,850.8 171,849.2 39·72 171,849.2 -1.6 
21. 171,908.9 171,908.2 34.91 171,908.2 -0.7 
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Table A-VI. (cont'd) ,I 

Observed Line Calculated Line Positions 
Positions Ca1c'd Freq. Intensity Composite Line Di:f:ference ' 1 

Frequency 

22. 171,951.4 KlIz 171,945.8 KlIz 32.43 171,950.0 KlIz -1.4 KlIz 171,953.9 32.38 

23· 171,993.5 171,996.1 99·97 171,996.1 2.6 
24. 172,042.0 172,052.5 13.33 172,052.5 10·5 , I 

25· 172,133.7 172,129.3 6.83 
I 

172,129.3 6.70 172,129·3 -4.4 

26. 172,194.3 172,185.8 3·29 172,185.8 -8.5, 172,185.8 3.34 
27. 172,674 .3 172,666.0 17.01 172,666.0 -8.3 172,666.0 16.46 

" 

28. 172,715.3 172,709.6 18.76 172,709.6 -5.7 i 

29· 172,903.5 172,912.9 26.13 172,912.9 9.4 172,912.9 27.03 
30. 172,961.7 172,961.1 41.51 172,961.1 -0.6 

31. 173,051.2 173,046.2 40.56 172,046.2 -5·0 
32. b 173,190.9 11.77 

173~194.3 11.79 173,192.5 
'~i 

33· 173,245.9 173,241.3 46.07 173,241.3 -4.6 ~ i 
~i 
~i 

34. 173,294.1 173,293·3 99.96 173,293.3 -0.8 ~j 
,I 

35· 
b 173,442.4 8.18 i 

173,444.0 ;1 

173,445.8 8.23 
' t, . :; 

~ I 

36. d 174,101. 7 20.15 174,101. 7 174,101. 7 20.02 ti 
37. d 174,158.1 26.45 " 

174,158.2 
t 

174,158.2 26.32 !; 
'.'p 

'I 
b ;, 

38. 174,302.9 30.04 'i 
174,304.5 " i ~ 

174,306.2 29.96 ;' 
" I' 

e Average line error ::: 8.8 KHz. 
t1 

,~ II 
bLines overlap with V ::: 1 Na23C135 lines. jl 

'I 

CLines have not been observed, 
I 

inadvertently. j: 
dOver1ap with V ::: 2 Na23C135 lines. f 

f: 
'I 

" 
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Table A-VII. V == 1 spectra 
E == 600 v/cm 

of Na23C137 

Observed Line Calculated Line Positions 
Positions Calc I d Freq. Intensity Composi te Line Dl.fference 

Frequency 

1. a 172,785.8 KHz 59·95 172,785-.8 KHz 
2. f 172,941.1 25·73 172,941.1 172,941.1 25.86 

3· 
f 172,0984.6 20·99 

172,984.6 21.12 172,984.6 

4. b 173,684.3 17·31 172,684.3 

5· 173,795.1 173,801.5 100.00 173,801.5 6.4 

6. 173,870.4 173,871. 7 22.72 173,879.0 8.6 173,882.9 45.19 

7· 
b 174,027.0 41.05 174,027.0 

8. b 174,175.9 19.38 
174,180.8 19·39 174,178.5 

9· 174,212.2 174,214.4 25.85 174 ,21J+.4 2.2 174,214.4 24.71 
10. c 174,363.2 10.70 

174,368.2 10.61 174,366.0 

11. 174,407.6 174,402.6 17.49 174,402.6 -5·0 174,402.6 18.26 
12. d 174,925.4 3.68 

174,925.4 3.63 174,925.4 

13· 
d 174,968.9 6.35 

174,968.9 6.29 174,968.9 

14. b 175,112.8 13.68 175,112.8 

15· 
b 175,156.3 99.98 175,156·3 

16. b 175,194.1 61.36 175,194.1 
17· 

b 175,224.0 19.26 
175,215.7 19·21 175,219.0 

... 18. b 175,261. 7 19·90 175,264.0 175,266.6 19.97 
19. b 175,337.1 39·89 175,337.1 
20. b 175,381.4 38.47 175,381.4 
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Table A-VII. (cont'd) 

Observed Line a Calculated Line Positions 
Positions Calc'd Freq. Intensity Composi te Line Difference 

Frequency 
21. 175,406.1 KHz 175,403.1 KHz 30.69 175,407.0 KHz 175,411.3 30.66 0·9 

22. 175,439.0 175,445.0 99·98 175,445.0 6.0 

23· 175,488.5 13.69 · 175,488.5 -8·3 
24. a 175,632•4 6.29 

175,632•4 6.36 175,632.4 

25. d 175,675.9 3.63 
175,675·9 3.68 175 .• 675.9 

26, 176,192.7 176,198.7 18.26 176,198.7 6.0 
176,198·7 17.48 

27· 176,235.4 176,235.6 21·31 176,235.6 0.2 

28. b 176,386.8 24.70 
176,386.8 25.84 176,386.8 

29· 
b 176,422.9 38.79 176,422.9 

30. 176,570.2 176,574•2 41.06 176,574.2 4.0 

31. b 176,718.3 45.19 
176,727.9 11.35 176,721.0 
176,731.3 11.38 

32. b 176,799·7 99.96 176,799.7 ' i 
, ci 

b ,; 

176,915.3 8.63 
I 

33. 176,917.0 176,918.6 8.68 

34. e 177,616.6 21.12 ' :I 

177,616.6 
, 

~ ! 
177,616.6 20·99 ,i 

'I 

35. 
e 177,660.1 25.86 Ii 

177,660.1 ii 
177,660.1 25·73 ';1 

. JI 
II 
" 

36. 177,812.9 177,813.7 30.01 177,815.5 2.6 !i 

177,817.1 29·93 
.j 
{ 
" 

Average line error ~ 7.3 KHz 
i ~ 
~! ,', 

aOverlap with V = 1 Na23C135 line{s). ' :i: 
') 

bOverlap with V = 2 Na23c135 line{s). . ,t 
, ,ii 

cOverlap with V = 1 Na23C135 and V = 0 Na23C137 lines. 
; ~I 

dl 
~ines have not been observed.' .. ~, 

~1 

eOverlap with V = 3 Na23C135 line{s). 
"·i 
11 ., 

foverlap with V = 0 Na23C137 line{s). 
~! 
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Table A-VIII. Na23Br79 spectra V = 0 
( E=600 v/cm ) J=l, M =±1, V=O ----------+ J=l, M =0, V=O J J . 

Observed Line a Calculated Line Positions ., Positions Calc t d Freq. Intensity Composite Line Difference 
Frequency 

1 .• 228,954 KHz 228,952 KHz 63.99 228,970 KHz 16 KHz 228,988 64.03 
2. 230,357 230,352 31.93 

230,395 31.96 230,375· 18 230,398 31.98 
230,398 32.01 

3. 236,706 236,694 100.00 
236,734 49.53 236,720 14 
236,745 49.49 

4. 238,121 238,106 99.98 
238,139 49.64 238,123 2 
238,139 49.54 

5. 239,924 239,915 17.64 
239,915 17.62 239,933 9 
239,951 35.73 

6. 241,339 241,315 17·56 
241,322 17.58 241,338 -1 
241,361 35·73 

7. 249,964 249,937 36.08 249,958 -6 249,980 35.49 
8. b 251,345 18.03 

251,349 18.03 251,364 251,383 17.78 
251,383 17.81 

9. 253,156 253,158 49.53 
253,158 49.63 253,175 19 
253,191 99·97 

10. 254,566 254,559 98.98 254,581 15 254,604 99·95 
11. 260,934 260,899 31.93 

260,899 31·91 260,921 -13 
260,941 63.73 

12. 262,330 262,308 31.93 
262,312 31.92 262,327 -3 

\.' 262,346 63.80 

aAverage line error = 19 KHz. 
bLine has not been observed inadvertently. 
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Table A-IX. Na23Br79 spectra V = 1 
E=600 v/cm (J=l, MJ=±l, V=l ---------~J=l, MJ=O, V=l) 

Calculated Line Positions . Ob served Line a 
Positions Calc ' d Freq. Intensity Composite Line Difference 

1. 232,931 KHz 

2. 234,312 

3. 240,841 

4. 242,232 

5. 244,,084 

6. 245,485 

8. 255,701 

9. 257,582 

10. 258,981 

11. 265,464 

12. c. 

232,94-4 KHz 
232,979 
234,329 
234,337 
234~373 
234,373 
240,830 
240.868 
240:879 
242,227 
242,259 
242,259 
244,099 
244,099 
244,134 
245,484 
245,491 
245,528 
254,321 
254,361 
255,714 
255,717 
255,749 
255,749 
257,589 
257,589 
257,621 
258,977 
259,019 
265,476 
265,476 
265,516 
266,869 
266,872 
266,905 

a Aver'age line error = 30 KHz. 

boverlap with V = Na23Br81 line. 

63·99 
64.04 

31·93 
31.97 
31.99 
32.01 

100.00 
49.56 
49.52 
99.98 
49:66 
49.56 
17.65 
17.63 
35·73 
17·59 
17·59 
35.73 
36.08 
35·53 
18.04 
18.03 
17.79 
17.82 
49.55 
49.64 
99.96 
99.03 
99.94-
31.93 
31.91 
63.74 
31.93 
31.92 
63.81 

cLine has not been observed inadvertently. 

Frequency 

232,962 KHz )1 KHz 

234,351 39 

240,855 14 

10 

244,117 33 

245,507 22 

-28 

255,732 31 

257,606 24 

258,998 17 

265,496 32 

266,887 

I 
I 

" "'I 
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Table A-X. Na23Br79 spectra V = 2 
( E=600 v/cm ) J=l, MJ=±l, V=2 ---------~ J=l, M.r=0, V=2 

Observed Line a Calcualted Line Positions 
Positions . Calc' d Freq. Intensity Corrrposi te Line Difference 

Frequency 

.. 1. 236,965 KHz 236,976 KHz 64.00 236,993 KHz 28 KHz 267,009 64.04 
2. 238,411 238,346 31.94 

238,353 31.97 238,368 -43 238,389 31.99 
238,389 32.01 

3. 245,014 245,011 100.00 
245,048 49.59 245,035 21 
245,058 49.55 

4. 246,423 246,393 . 99.98 
246,424 49.68 246,408 -15 
246,424 29.58 

5· 
b 248,331 17.66 

248,331 17.64 248,347 
248,364 35.72 

6. b 249,701 17·60 
249,708 17.61 249,722 
249,743 35·73 

7. 258,797c 258,759 36.08 258,778 -19 258,798 35·57 
8. 260,140 260,136 18.04 

260,140 18.04 260,154 14 260,171 17.81 
260,171 17.83 

9. 262,086 262,078 49.57 
262,078 49.66 262,093 7 
262,109 99.96 

10. 263,462 263,450 99~08 263,471 9 263,491 99.94 
11. b 270,113 31.93 

270,113 31.91 270,133 
270,152 63.75 

12. 271,503 271,491 31.93 
... ' 271,494 31.92 271,508 5 

271,526 63.82 

a Average li.ne error = 26 KHz. 
bLine has not been observed, inadvertently or 
cOverlap with V = 1 Na23Br81 line. 

sufficiently well. 
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Table A-XI. Na23Br79 spectra V = 3 
E=600 v/cm ) (J=l, MJ=±l, V=3 ----------7J=l, MJ==O, V==3 

Observed Line a Calculated Line Positions 
Positions Calc'd Freq. Intensity Composite Line Difference 

Frequency 

1. 241,097 KHz 241,086 KHz 64.01 241,102 KHz 5 KHz 241,118 64.05 
2. 242,459 242,441 31.95 

242,)+48 31.98 242,462 3 242,481 31.99 
242,482 32.02 

3· 
b 249,265 100.00 

249,300 49.61 249,288 
249,310 49.58 

4. b 250,631 99· 98· 
250,661 49.69 250,646 
250,661 J 49.61 

5· 252,654 252,631 17.67 
252,631 17.65 252,647 -7 
252,663 35·72 

6. b 253,987 17.62 
253,993 17.62 254,007 
254,027 35·72 

7· 
b 263,260 36.09 

263,297 35.60 263,278 

8. 264,652 264,623 18.04 
264,626 18.04 264,639 -13 264,656 17.82 
264,656 17.86 

9. 266,619 266,626 49.59 
266,626 49.67 266,641 22 
266,656 99.95 

268,010 267,984 10. 99·12 268,004 -6 268,023 99·93 
11. b 274,805 31.94 

274,805 31.92 274,824 
274,842 63·77 

12. b 276,168 31.94 
276,171 31.93 276,185 
276,201 63.82 

aAverage line error == 39 KHz. 
bLine has not been observed inadvertently or sufficiently well. 
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Table A-XII. 23 81 Na Br spectra V ; ° 
( + ° E=600 v./cm 0) J=l, MJ =-l, V= ---------~J=l, MJ=O, V= 

Observed Line a Calculated Line Positions 
Positions Calc t d FreCl. Intensity Composi te Line Difference 

Frequency 
... 

232,800 KHz 232,765 KHz 63.84 1. 232,786 KHz -14 KHz 232,807 63.78 
2. 234,187 234,162 31.79 

234,169 31.83 234,190 3 234,217 31.88 
234,217 31.91 

3. 239,254 239,242 100.00 
239,291 49.32 239,272 18 
239,302 49.27 

4. 240,676 240,654 99.98 
240,693 49.49 240,674 -2 
240,693 49.36 

5. 241,956 241,927 17.61 
241,927 17.58 241,948 -8 
241,969 35.86 

6. 243,370 243,324 17.51 
243,332 17·52 243,352 -18 
243,379 35.87 

7. 250,367 250,332 36.14 250,358 -9 250,383 35.30 
8. 251,755 251,740 18.07 

251,744 18.06 251,762 7 251,784 17.71 
251,784 17.74 

9. 253,020 253,018 49.24 
253,018 49.46 253,036 16 
253,057 99.94 

10. 254,425 . 254,'416 98.51 254,443 18 254,470 99·92 
11. 259,512 259,495 31.85 

259,495 31.82 259,521 9 
259,546 63.51 

12. 260,934 260,902 31.86 
'-, 260,906 31.85 260,924 -10 

260,946 63.65 

aAverageline error = 25 KHz. 
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Table A-XIII. 23 81 Na Br spectra V = 1 

(J=l, M
J
=±l, E=600 v/cm ) V=l ---------~J=l, M =0, V=l J 

Observed Line a Calculated Line Positions 
Positions Calc t d Freq. Intensity Cornposi te Line 

Frequency 

1. 236,706b KHz 236,691 KHz 63.80 236,711 KHz 236,731 63.86 
2. 238,121b 238,073 31.81 

238,080 31.85 238,100 238,126 31.89 
238,126 31.92 

3· 243,370e 243,318 100.00 
243,364 49·36 243,347 
243,375 49·32 

4. d 244,715 99·98 
244,752 49.52 244,734 
244,752 49.40 

5· 
d 246,058 17.63 

246,058 17.60 246,078 
246,098 35.86 

6. d 247,440 17·53 
247,447 17·55 247,465 
247,493 35.86 

7· 254,718 254,667 36.14 254,692 254,716 35·36 
8. 256,100 256,060 18.07 

256,063 18.06 256,081 256,102 17·73 
256,102 17.76 

9· 257,443 257,408 49.38 
257,408 49.49 257,427 
257,445 99·93 

10. 258,797e 258,791 98.60 258,817 258,843 99·91 
11. 264,049 264,034 31.86 

264,034 31.83 264,059 
264,083 63.54 

Difference 

5 KHz 

-21 

-23 

-26 

-19 

-16 

20 

10 
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Table A-XIII. (cont'd) 

Calculated Line Positions Observed Linea 
Positions Calc'd Freq. Intensity Composite Line Difference 

Frequency 

12. 265,464f 265,427 
265,430 
265,469 

aAverage line error = 25 KHz. 

bOverlap with V = 0 Na23Br79 line. 

cOverlap with V = 0 Na23Br8l line. 

~ine has not been observed sufficiently well. 

eOverlap with V = 2 Na23Br79 line. 

fOverlap with V = 1 Na23Br 79 line. 

265,448 -16 
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23 81 Table A-XIV. Na Br spectra V == 2 

(1 ~ 2 E=600 vLcm 1 ) J= , M ==~l, V== ------- -~J==, M =0, V=2 
J J 

Calculated Line Positions Observed Linea 
Positions Calc'd Fre~. Iniensity Composite Line Difference 

1. 240,636 KRz 

2. 241,956 

3. 247,322 

4. 248,738 

5· 
b 

6. b 

8~ 260,314 

9· 
b 

10. b 

11. 268,522 

12. 270.,018 

240,589 KRz 
240;628 
241,957 
241,964 
242,007 
242,007 
247,366 
247,410 
247,834 
248,747 
248,783 
248,783 
250,160 
250,160 
250,198 
251,529 
251,535 
251,578 
258,974 
259,021 
260,352 
260,355 
260,392 
260,392 
261,769 
261,769 
261,805 
263,138 

, 263,188 
268,545 
268,545 
268,592 
269,923 
269,926 
269,963 

63.82 
63.87 
31.82 
31.86 
31.90 
31.92 

100.00 
49.41 
49.37 
99.98 
49.55 
49.44 
17.64 
17.62 
35~85 

17.56 
17·57 
35.85 
36.14 
35.41 
18.07 
18.06 
17.74 
17.78 
49.40 
49.51 
99·93 
98.68 
99·91 
31.87 
31.84 
63.57 
31.87 
31.86 
63.68 

)\~rc:Average line error = 30 KRz. 
i;f:'1:)Line has not been observed i:o.advertently or 

c 23 79 . ,."" . 
Overlap with V == 1 Na Br,li~e~:, 

,,' '''1'. . '.,. d'''''>I.'';, ""':'·V' "." 

'. ", :,',\"<'-' 

Fre~uency 

240,609 KRz -27 KHz 

25 

247,393 71 

248,765 27 

250,179 

251,553 

258,998 17 

260,372 

263,163 

268,568 46 

269,943 -75 

suffiCiently well. 

\",. 
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Table A-XV. List of vacuum equipment for quadrupole mass spectrometer 

Component and Description 

1. Mechanical Pump (MF): Duo seal oil 
rotary vacuum pump; model no. 
1397 B; max. rated speed = 
7 £/sec; base pressure = 10-4 
torr. 

2. Diffusion Pump (DP1): Oil diffusion 
pump; type PMC1440; rated 
pumping speed = 1400 £/sec; 
rated base pressure = 10-7 torr. 

3. Diffusi.on Pump (DP2): Oil diffusion 
pump; type 309; rated speed = 
300 £/sec; base pressure = 10-7 
torr. 

4. Ion pumps (2): Vacion pumps; 8 £/sec 
pumping speed; with Vacion pump 
control unit model #921-0014 

5. Valve (V-I): Aluminum gate valve for 
high vacuum; 6" diameter; type 
VCS 61B; manual throttling; 150# 
ASA flange style 

6. Valve (V -2): AlUminum high vacuum gate 
valve; 4" diameter; hand throttle; 
light flange; type STL-l 

7. Valves (V -4, V -5, V -6); 2" diameter 
aluminUm gate valves; type STL-l 

8. Valveq (V-3, V-7): 1 1/2" diameter 
brass gate valves 

9. Ion guages are UCRL ion guage tubes 
type V6/lA with standard ion 
guage power supplies SZ1814-9 

Manufacturer 

Welch Scientific Co. 
7300 N. Linden Ave., 
Skokie, Illinois 

Consolidated Electrodynamics 
Rochester Division 
Rochester, New York 

Consolidated Vacuum Corporation 
Rochester, New York 

Varian A.ssociates 
Palo Alto, California 

Consolidated Vacuum Corporation 
Rochester, New York 

Temescal Metellurgical Co. 
Berkeley, California 

Temescal Metellurgical Co. 
Berkeley, California 

NRC Equipment Corporation 
Palo Alto, California 

U.C.L.R.L. 
Berkeley, California 
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Table A-x:lfI. Elect.ronic equipment for mass spect.rometer 
sj,gl1al detectj,dn system 

Component and Description 

1. Keithley picoammeter: ,High speed 
model 417; output impedence 
< 5 D.; output s,ignalo::l ma, 3 v 

2. Recorder: Leeds and Northrup Speedo
max G;, 2-pen, 10 nrv recorder 

3. Input transformer: impedance match
ing'transformer (5 Hz to 10 
kHz); model AM-l 

I 

4. L01-' noise amplifier: model CR4; 
max. ga in lOll-

5. Lock-in amplifier: freq. range 1'-5 
Hz to 150 kHz; model JB~5 

6. Frequency generator: low frequency 
function generator; range = 
0.01 Hz to 1.2 KHz, sine, tri
angular or square i'iaVeS; model 
202A 

7. Pmler amplifier: Dynakit :MarkIII 

8. POi'ler supply: transistor'ized pOiV'er 
supply; 0-50 v dc, 0-1.5 amp 
output, model 5015 

9. Motor: synchronous motor; 16-pole; 
60 cps, 1-1.5 volt max. pOiver 
input 

Manufacturer 

Keithley Instruments Co. 
Cleaveland, Ohio 

Leeds and Northrup Co., 
Philadelphia 41~, Pennsylvania 

1 
Princeton Applied Research 
Princeton, New Jersey 

Princeton Applied Research 
Princeton, New Jersey 

Princeton Applied Research 
Princeton, New Jersey 

Hewlett-Packard Co. 
Palo Alto, California 

Dyna Co, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

Power Designs, Inc. 
New York, New York 

" 
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